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A. Staff interviews and key takeaways 
 

Summary  
 
Over the years, AMC has accomplished multiple major renovation projects and energy efficiency 
improvements with respect to our buildings and vehicle fleet. However, this has not been adequate to 
achieve deep emissions reductions towards our net zero and interim goals. We conducted staff 
interviews to learn about AMC’s sustainability initiatives and where improvement was needed. 
 
Staff seemed generally motivated to decarbonize operations and shared great ideas, but we learned 
much about the obstacles and general lack of resources that ultimately prevent staff from incorporating 
more sustainable practices and behaviors into their daily roles and interactions with others.  
 
A few key topics were discussed in staff interviews:  

- Increase transparency in communication on AMC emissions and progress toward net zero  
- Extend the capital planning timeline  
- Disclose details surrounding investment decisions 
- Consider costs and environmental benefits when making capital investment decisions 
- Raise funds to accelerate decarbonization backed by strong leadership commitment  
- Create clear internal policies, structure and guidance that support the net zero initiative 
- Empower staff through non-monetary incentivizes and education to alter consumption behavior  
- Seek outside technical expertise to drive deep emissions reductions where necessary 

 
Separate discussions with building managers also helped identify low hanging fruit and favorable clean 
energy projects at AMC facilities (Appendix B). 
 

Executive and Leadership Staff Interviews 
 
Table 1 Executive Leadership Staff Interview Schedule 

Interview Title Date and Time 

Karl Fries Director of Executive Office & Strategic Initiatives 8/17/20 3:00 pm 

Susan Arnold VP of Conservation (current Interim CEO) 8/18/20 2:00 pm 

Paul Cunha VP of Operations 8/26/20 10:00 am 

John Judge President and CEO (formerly) 9/1/20 11:00 am 

Chuck Johnson Chief Financial Officer 9/3/20 2:00 pm 

Jennifer Norris Chief Development Officer 9/10/20 11:00 am 

 
Funding and planning 

- Funding for infrastructure to reduce emissions should come from capital planning process and 
philanthropic engagements.  

- We should not develop a campaign around net zero by itself. However, net zero might be one 
element within the larger AMC 150 campaign. Opportunities that may fit into the AMC150 
campaign include Pinkham, Highland and Noble View. 
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- It makes good business sense to invest in areas where state incentives exist (such as NY, NJ and 
MA) with the objective of developing “eco-hospitality” hot spots to showcase our work towards 
net zero. 

- We should seek out corporate partnership opportunities with companies who specialize in clean 
energy and efficiency products.  

- Three stages of planning are needed for buildings: continue w/ 1-year plans; need 10-year 
capital plans for major improvements (that's how long it takes to do the work sometimes) and 3-
year plans will help with timeline for system replacements before failure e.g., water heating  

External input 
- Initially, there was interest to develop an “Advisory Committee” (or “Task Force”) with outside 

experts to discuss net zero challenges and opportunities. However, in later discussions, the idea 
was scrapped due to the time sensitive nature of our growing climate issue. People thought that 
AMC would be more effective and efficient through “strategic engagement” i.e., targeting 
people to discuss on high impact issues and convening meetings on an ad hoc basis. 

- We were advised to seek the AMC Board of Advisor’s input in early draft stages.  
Communications, education, and culture 

- We were advised to: 
o Optimally seek to adhere to industry best practice on sustainability reporting as it 

applies to communications and with its members through annual reporting.  
o Address the need to better understand and develop a positive net zero culture at AMC. 

- We heard interest in creating a 5-part video series on AMC's net zero goals to share with public; 
hosting more energy tours at our facilities; and communicating about net zero through our 
Center for Outdoor Leadership. 

Building and transportation efficiency 
- The role of the Fellow should involve developing cost benefit analysis and scenario analysis; 

calculate payback period and emissions benefits for individual projects as needed. 
- They were interested in understanding the feasibility of LEED certification, passive house, and 

net zero building standards and certification. 
- Buildings that need external energy audits include Pinkham, Highlands (Thayer and Shapleigh), 

Noble View, Sebago Harriman, and Mohican. 
- Building priorities  

o Need start planning for the replacement of Highland Center’s aging heating system.  
o Continue renovations and efficiency improvements at Baker camp. 
o Need to improve efficiency of buildings and vehicles (including snowmobiles) in Maine, 

which has a unique set of technology challenges.  
- They would like to see more EV charging stations across all AMC facilities, and seeing AMC 

emissions in a staff commuting survey, and better accommodations for people who need to 
work from home. 

Solar development 
- Expressed interest in understanding solar feasibility at the following locations to offset the 

entire organization’s energy production - Baker, NY, Noble View, MA and City Square, MA. NH is 
not a good candidate because state has a low cap on net metering. 

- There was a preference for exploring large scale Power Purchase Agreements and community 
solar, since we cannot receive the federal tax credit as a 501 c3 organization. 

- They also expressed interest in developing a large-scale solar project on a brownfield site 
in/near Berlin, NH and developing small-scale solar at Pinkham. 
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Staff-led Operations Staff Interviews 
 
Table 2 Staff-led Operations Staff Interview Schedule 

Interview Title Date and Time 

Mark Brizendine Mohican Manager 8/19/20 11:00 am 

Emily Grubby Highlands Center Manager 8/20/20 1:00 pm 

Frank Jost Purchasing and Logistics Manager 8/26/20 11:00 am 

Mary Ann Vitella Pinkham Manager 8/27/20 12:00 pm 

Skip Spadaccini Retail Director 9/8/20 12:00 pm 

Laura Russo Retail Associate 9/8/20 12:00 pm 

Ben Cargill Storehouse Supervisor 8/26/20 11:00 am 

Vinnie Spiotti Director of Lodging and Operations 8/27/20 1:00 pm 

Charles Muller Construction Manager 8/31/20 8:00 am 

George Harford MWI Operations Manager 9/3/20 1:00 pm 

James Wrigley Director of Huts, Pinkham, and Highlands Center 9/1/20 1:00 pm 

Brian Bishop City Square Building Manager 9/2/20 2:00 pm 

Courtney Turcotte MWI Lodging Manager 9/10/20 3:00 pm 

Jenny Ward MWI Business & Community Relations Manager 9/9/20 2:00 pm 

Daniel Steinfeld Accounting Manager 9/2/20 2:00 pm 

Bethany Taylor Huts Manager 4/26/21 2:00 pm 

 
Fundraising, Leadership commitment, and Capital Planning 

- We need strong political commitment from AMC leadership. AMC should commit x% of 
proceeds towards its net zero goal and raise funds through the 150 campaign.  

- The way AMC has typically funded its capital projects has been narrowly thought of as a near 
term financial loss rather than a long-term carbon benefit. Because of the way we've historically 
approached these funding decisions, we've been largely headed in the wrong direction. We 
need a better planning process that happens years in advance and several years at a time, 
rather than annually. 

- Transparency is needed in the capital planning process - managers want to understand how 
budgeting decisions are made. It might be useful if planning decisions were based on emissions 
benefits, upfront costs, long term energy savings, and cost recovery period. 

Sustainability policy and communications 
- We do well in some areas related to sustainability and need much improvement in others – we 

should be communicating more about our progress and the good work we are doing. 
- Some guests are looking for a “regenerative” tourism experience, where visitors leave the place 

better than when they arrived -- this is critical to making AMC a sustainability leader with 
respect to its lodging operations. 

- Develop a sourcing policy on clothing and printing books and maps on printed on FSC paper. 
Opportunity to research feasibility of “ethically-sourced” apparel and the supply chain of our 
current retail products. At some point, AMC should survey customer interest and willingness to 
pay for ethical clothing.  

- Explore feasibility of developing a zero-waste policy and adding compost systems to all 
buildings. 
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Buildings and huts 
- Commercial grade inductive stoves have not been a consideration for any buildings. 
- Low hanging fruit at most facilities is switching lighting to LED and installing more light sensors. 

We have replaced most lights – but not all – at Cardigan, Mohican, Pinkham, City Square, 
Highland, Noble View, and others. We have light sensors in most places, but staff reported 
turning lights off in offices on a regular basis. 

- Huts should focus on reducing propane (lots of emissions from helicoptering it out there); 
increasing solar and pumping water w/ PV at all sites (only some do this). In the past, NFS has 
not allowed solar due for aesthetic reasons however this may have recently changed. 

- Huts are not a major source of emissions and given today’s technologies, there is not a lot we 
can do to improve. It’s not feasible to add more solar to power an inductive stove at this point – 
maybe in a few years. 

- At huts where wood availability is starting to run low, we need to be mindful about purchasing 
from external sources, such as “bio bricks” – this could potentially make the situation much 
worse for AMC from an emissions perspective. 

- Recommend surveying guests to gauge feeling about switching away from meat at huts and 
other buildings – then depending on results and internal interest, Leadership can state goal to 
be “all veggie or low-carbon eating options” based on our environmental and social 
responsibility to reduce harm on the planet. 

- Educate huts volunteer/staff on AMC’s net zero commitment so they can tell guests about it 
- We have purchased our greens over the last couple of years from Pork Hill Farm in Ossipee - 

great local food supplier – no contract but we give them notice about how much food we can 
expect to buy so they can plan their crops accordingly. 

Mohican  
- Needs an energy audit. Upgrade the efficiency of the pump house and explore space heating 

efficiency upgrades in the cabins. Refrigeration systems might benefit from upgrading to Energy 
Star appliances.  

- Explore potential to renovate the decommission windmill (challenge w/ bird corridor) and 
potential for solar + hydro, and electric vehicle charging stations in partnership with NPS.  

- An electric golf cart with a dump bed would help reduce gas cost and emissions or replacing the 
current gas-powered truck with an all-electric option– local electric vehicle workforce is 
available.  

- Explore potential to negotiate longer contracts with NPS; current term is 10 years.  
Pinkham 

- Facility upgrades needed/desired: insulation at Joe Dodge and a few others; guests have 
requested EV charging stations; solar and efficiency upgrades. 

- Composting but it needs an end use (gardens or feeding pigs); compostable trays would be 
great. 

- Work with PFG to reduce packaging and explore opportunities for green cleaning agents that are 
sensitive to septic. 

- Pinkham basement may be a good location for a solar tube for light, and heat pump. 
City square 

- Low hanging fruit is to replace the HVAC loop system with AC/DC high efficiency motor with 
higher SEER rating (drops the RPMs way down). Was put on pause with COVID because 
ventilation system became a bigger priority - budget request for new loop system was swapped 
out for ionization equipment to vent (most efficient method).  

- Compare Joy Street to City Square in terms of emissions impact from switching locations 

https://www.porkhillfarm.com/
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- Would like a system that allows for all the thermostats to be controlled remotely from the same 
interphase. We have lots of individually programmable thermostats throughout the building (6 
floors and roughly 44,000 SQF).  

- Building energy and water use reporting is required by City of Boston (BERDO) benchmarking 
mandate. 15% energy reduction or energy audit is required. 

Cardigan/Three Mile 
- We have a ground mounted solar array at Cardigan which is group net metered against two of 

our locations, Cardigan and Three Mile Island. Three Mile Island is closed this year, so we will 
produce more electricity than we have usage to net meter against it for the year and likely leave 
a few thousand $ on the table as a result – explore adding heat pumps to increase electricity 
usage. 

MWI 
- More solar at Maine facilities could be useful, not batteries. Stoves need improvement, pilot 

lights run non-stop (no isolated shut off valve) during the off season; we can fully shut down 
commercial kitchens during the off season. May want to check on efficiency of refrigeration 
systems, they are probably EnergyStar. 

- Potential opportunity to reduce the number of snowmobiles in Maine. When one goes out it 
takes days to repair and no impact on fleet which means we have too many. Interested in 
electric snowmobiles if we can find funding. 

- No EV charging stations nearby, and it is not possible to provide because we are off grid. 
However, there may be opportunities work with the municipality of Greenville to install one at a 
library, boat/museum or elsewhere in town.  

- Preference for working with local CSAs in the area. However, there are limitations on food 
storage, especially for freezing meat products. Freezer at MOEs is useful but needs to be 
upgraded to a larger size. Food from CSAs are dropped off at Greenville and picked up by staff 
on weekly basis. Lots of transportation associated with feeding guests.  

- Serves vegetarian option 1x week, explains to guests why they are doing it and received very 
positive feedback.  

- Eager to learn about green cleaning products, compostable food storage bags, and other 
opportunities to reduce waste. There has been twice the amount of trash at AMC facilities 
because of COVID; throwing away food containers (feeding guests in take away containers, 
delivering meals to cabins), cleaning wipes, masks, gloves, etc.  

Highland Center 
- Wood Garn furnace goes through 8 cords/week in winter which is difficult and costly to store. 

We lose ~2 hrs./cord of staff time stacking, stoking, loading wood out back and inside, Wood is 
kiln dried, high emitting and expensive. Automated pellet heating might be cost appropriate 
alternative for the wood Garn boiler. 

- Thayer and Shapleigh might be good testing grounds for heat pumps, separate heating systems 
at both. 

- Has double pane windows due to extreme weather, however, they are very drafty even after 
the complete renovation that was done. Construction Crew is exploring options to replace 
windows. 

- No Forest Service oversight, opportunity to explore solar on south facing roofs. 
- Opportunity to serve “low carbon” meals; currently feeds guests red meat 2x per week. 
- Interested in sustainable masks and gloves. 

Vehicle fleet and shuttle system 
- AMC right size fits vehicles for staff/guest use (e.g., sedans for light travel and trucks for 

transporting equip, etc.) and considers carpooling options when it makes sense. However, we 
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have typically prioritized reliability and costs for vehicle purchasing decisions, rather than 
environmental benefits. 

- Open to exploring potential opportunities with grants, corporate partnerships, and donors for 
vehicle solutions. 

- EV limitations: More supporting policy and staff training needed to increase EV use at AMC. 
Local workforce for repairs is very limited, electricians are in high demand, and electrical 
capacity may need to be increased – which is costly. 

- Revisit the vehicle policy and training, esp. as it pertains to EVs, since ppl commonly do not hear 
when the car is on. Enforceability appears difficult, esp. given varying internal policies at 
facilities and oversight limitations.  

- Idling in cars is a big issue. We have tech to identify idling in vehicles and thru some research, 
we can see the car and find out which driver is responsible. Interested in ideas to tackle this 
issue.  

- Shuttle service (for the 8-hut system at WMNF) is very inefficient and open to thinking about 
other options to reduce footprint. Potential options include eliminating the service altogether, 
reducing scale of shuttle service, explore possibility of partnering with local hotels to provide 
shuttle service from Conway to Pinkham, exploring technology to track & project expected 
number of shuttle service guests to alternate between vehicles during the day, etc. 

- Explore bus conversion tech called XL Fleet - fuel to hybrid - expensive but may be possible 
through grant or donor funding. 

Food and waste 
- We have a $1m (5-year) contract with PFG (based in Maine) to supply at least 80% of food/year, 

uses “regional” vendors, benefit: guarantees certain margins on investment. We source food as 
locally as possible through this contract with PFG and local CSAs, such as Pork Hill farm who 
supplies produce for huts, local vendor. 

- PFG is looking into green cleaning products that are septic-friendly.  
- Facility managers should organize meetings to discuss sustainability activities and share 

knowledge across the organization on a quarterly basis. 
- Perceived openness to switching the order of meat and veggie options on the menu, but not 

open to meat as optional b/c they have too many hikers who want the protein.  
- Compost has had issues w/ bears in the past, so some locations have started donated to pig 

farms and AMC staff. Spent cooking oil used to get donated as well but they no longer have an 
issue since we stopped deep frying things at some locations. 

 

Volunteer-led Operations Staff Interviews 
 
Table 3 Volunteer-led Operations Staff Interview Schedule 

Interview Title Date and Time 

Jess Wilson Director of Volunteer Camps and Cabins 8/25/20 11:00 am 

John Dean Cold River Camp Committee Chair 9/29/20 11:30 am 

Sally Moris Cold River Camp Committee Vice Chair 9/29/20 11:30 am 

Dave Carpenter Chair of the Three Mile Island Camp 9/30/20 10:00 am 

 
VCCs 

- Need to encourage volunteers and VCCs to join us in our net zero journey 
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- Three Mile island and Cold River Camp have been the most progressive in setting sustainability 
goals and reporting out. The other VCCs want to do more but do not have the information or 
access to the organization to be more successful. For example, some are not members and/or 
do not have AMC emails or SharePoint access. 

- Potential opportunity to add more labeling and signs at VCC camps and cabin b/c we have a 
more captive audience at those facilities. 

- VCCs would like approval from AMC to fundraise for projects that align with net zero 
goals/activities. In fact, some VCCs want to create entire campaigns around net zero and solar. 

Three Mile Island Camp 
- Developed a sustainability plan back in 2008 in collaboration with Plymouth State Univ. 
- Develops long-term replacement schedule for all capital planning projects and building 

equipment rollover. 
- Very expensive and time consuming to transport fuels by boat and would like more electric 

options (heat pump water heaters and inductive stoves), but they are limited by power capacity  
- Also interested in replacing gas-powered boats with more efficient electric motorboats, 

especially for the largest boat “Appy 5.” 
- TMI shares net metered solar energy with Cardigan through NHEC, local utility. TMI has looked 

into feasibility of solar on site and at the 1.5-acre parking lot owned by AMC in Meredith, ME 
(where visitors boat in) but there is too much shade.  

- A guest survey 4 years ago resulted in interest adding EV chargers to Meredith lot but ReVision 
quote for the grid tie-in to the distribution lines was ~$16k and project was ultimately dropped.  

Cold River Camp 
- They usually start planning funds for space/water heat as soon new equipment is installed – 

that’s how long the process can take sometimes. 
- They have a large renovation project in process that includes installing solar on the old kitchen 

roof. They are in the process of fund raising and hiring contractors to completely renovate the 
main lodge (70% of total energy comes from the main lodge). 

- They have 2 EV chargers that are not made available to the public. Guest charging rates are 
based on suggested donations and rates vary based on the type of vehicle (hybrid vs. full 
electric).  

 

Development Staff Interviews 
 
Table 4 Development Staff Interview Schedule 

Interview Title Date and Time 

Margaret McNamara Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations 8/24/20 3:00 pm 

Gary Gresh Director of Major Gifts 9/1/20 3:00 pm 

 
 

- To pitch ideas to foundations and donors, we need to know what it is we want to do and explain 
how the project will benefit guests, the environment, etc.  

- Explore in-kind work from companies and target funders.  
- Grants might be helpful for paying staff time, will need to educate and communicate with guests 

to share what we are doing and motivate others to reduce their carbon footprint (amplification). 
- Energy audits are one source of near-term costs to get us to the plan; need to identify major 

donors who do this type of work or are interested in funding. Once we know what we want 
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done (post audit) we can apply for capital grants and recommend they be included in the AMC 
150 campaign list (start 4-6 months from now in January). 

 

Communications, Sales & Marketing Staff Interviews 
 
Table 5 Communications, Sales & Marketing Staff Interview Schedule 

Interview Title Date and Time 

Rondi Stearns Director of Sales and Occupancy 8/17/20 12:00 pm 

Penny Miller Sale Operations Manager 9/15/20 10:00 am 

Nina Paus-Weiler Digital Media and Communications Manager 9/2/20 10:00 am 

Kelleigh Welch Managing Editor 9/2/20 10:00 am 

 
Emissions reduction activities 

- #1 COVID lesson: there are multiple parts of the organization who can productively and 
efficiently work remotely. This applies to anyone who is not customer-facing, such as call center, 
research team, communications, finance, HR, etc. However, AMC needs technology 
improvements to work at home correctly (issues with Wi-Fi, bandwidth, protocols on which 
platforms to use, etc.). 

- Curious how remote work has impacted energy consumption (food supply, electricity, heating 
fuels, etc.), carbon footprint and energy expenditure. Would like to explore employee 
compensation for shifting carbon and costs from AMC onto staff. 

- Recommends annual survey to track staff commuter and business travel emissions; staff drive 
long distances, sometimes daily. 

- Carpooling may not be ideal, setting up logistics can be complicated. 
- Current purchasing decisions are made to prioritize costs not environmental benefits, need 

more serious talks with Leadership about changing the way we do business. 
- Explore staff survey to gauge interest in banning selling single stream plastics from retail, 

improving compost operations (giving away high-quality compost to staff who want it and other 
waste reduction initiatives). 

- Install water filling stations and sell branded AMC reusable water bottles to guests w/ signs 
educating people about single stream plastic waste; start at Pinkham and or Highland Center 
and expand if successful. 

- Improve compost systems at facilities. 
- Explore opportunity for leadership to highlight sustainability achievements at facilities like 

Cardigan and Maine or use them as a role model across the organization. 
Emissions tracking 

- To track emissions more accurately from guest travel: explore asking guests during time of 
check-in – manual recording technique; or update reservation system to ask guests details about 
their trip (# of vehicles & vehicle type). 

Education & Government relations 
- Registration system messaging opportunity, phone system can inform people about how they 

can reduce their carbon footprint, educate people about what AMC is doing and how they can 
contribute. 

- Need better education and enforcement at Parking at trailheads in the North Country, as well as 
improved hiker shuttle system and public transit. More signs to ask people not to idle their cars 
ad telling guests where to park. 
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- Posters and signage at buildings are old and outdated -- lots of opportunity to educate guests. 
Must appeal to nonscience people, that's most of AMC's customer base. 

 

Volunteer Relations and Trails Staff Interviews 
 
Table 6 Volunteer Relations and Trails Staff Interview Schedule 

Interview Title Date and Time 

Faith Salter Director of Volunteer Relations 8/26/20 2:00 pm 

Andrew Norkin Director of Trails 9/3/20 12:00 pm 

Chris Thayer (Email) Director of Outdoor Journey 8/26/20 5:27 pm 

Nancy Holland Senior Manager Adventure Travel 9/8/20 2:00 pm 

Amanda Peterson Camp Dodge Training Center Supervisor 9/8/20 11:00 am 

 
Camp Dodge – volunteer training center 

- Newly negotiated 30-year lease with NFS at Camp Dodge, should help encourage energy 
efficiency investment. 

- Solar at Camp Dodge is a possibility, there's enough sun and space for it, but need approval from 
NFS.  

General sustainability practices and policies 
- We need a concerted and consistent effort in the purchasing power of the organization toward 

sustainable products and supplies. 
- A coordinated approach to sustainable transportation systems includes advocating for equitable 

access to public landscapes, modeling our own behaviors through alternative fuel fleets, and 
considering start-end guided adventures that minimizes the use of transportation drop off and 
pick-ups. 

- Continued emphasis on green operations of Huts, Lodges, Field Offices, and Headquarters 
- Benchmarking and transparency in reporting on our sustainable operations and goals. Allows for 

consistent focus, our constituencies to hold us to account, and of course celebrate our progress. 
Trails 

- Staff travel is a big area of emissions for AMC’s Trails team especially now that we became a 
part of the Corps Network, which allows noncompetitive contracts from federal agencies to do 
trail work, which means more staff travel to distant locations, such as Baxter state part (current) 
and Valley Forge in PA (coming). Staff is already carpooling to locations, what else can we do? 

Volunteer relations 
- In the past, chapters have organized carpooling for trips (informal arrangements) and tried to 

make sure trips are accessible by public transit – we could do better. Explore renting vans for 
trips.  

- One strategic approach might be to influence a smaller number of trips that travel farther 
distances, such as climbing and paddling trips.  

Adventure travel & major excursions 
- The best way to reduce our carbon footprint from Adventure Tours and President's society trips 

is to ask guests if they would like to purchase forest credits to offset the emissions from their 
travel -- this is an extremely large bucket of emissions. An easy way to offer offsets is to include 
a link to our offset purchasing page (in development) in email confirmations and/or post-trip 
feedback survey.  
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- AMC does not coordinate air travel and trips fall outside of the registration system, which is a 
huge barrier to incorporating this bucket of emissions into AMC’s carbon accounting tool. In a 
typical year, they run 40-50 trips with small groups of people, trips are 500+ miles away by 
plane, 8-14 guests and travel for approx. 8-10 days.  

- Identify opportunities to develop more comprehensive teachings around local conservation 
projects, integrate with locals and find ways to give back to the communities they visit i.e. 
“regenerative tourism” 

 

Conservation Policy Staff Interviews 
 
Table 7 Conservation Policy Staff Interview Schedule 

Interview Title Date and Time 

Heather Clish Sr. Director of Conservation and Recreation Policy 8/18/20 11:00 am 

Mark Zakutansky Director of Conservation Policy Engagement 8/28/20 9:30 am 

Eliza Townsend Maine Conservation Policy Director 9/9/20 12:00 pm 

 
- Staff expressed curiosity from a policy lens: 1. What will it get us to zero 2. how will net zero 

effect its members 3. How will clean energy deployment effect natural lands and recreation 
- We need to engage our members in how to walk the talk; and educate guests about what they 

can do to reduce their carbon footprint 
- Increased wood for fuel use in buildings aligns with AMC mission 
- Interested in eliminating single stream plastics and finding other products/services to replace 

this revenue source 
- Carpooling efforts are unsustainable, very disorganized. Would be good to centralize those 

efforts, so this responsibility does not make up 5% of each staff person's job. 
 

B. Facility Energy Profile Cards 
 

Summary 
 
The energy profile cards in this document are meant to serve two purposes: (1) provide a high-level 
summary of AMC’s building energy systems and fleet operations at each facility, and (2) as a starting 
point to help identify near- and long-term opportunities to reduce emissions from AMC operations. This 
document was not developed with the intention of providing technical detail regarding AMC’s energy 
systems. To develop the energy profile cards, AMC gathered Information from Construction Crew staff, 
Building Managers and Volunteer Chairs.  
 
Energy profile cards are included for the following facilities that are owned or managed by AMC (i.e. 
where we are responsible for maintaining and replacing energy systems on site): 
 
(*Indicates off grid facilities) 
 
Operations managed by AMC staff 

• Maine facilities  
o Operations Center (Greenville)  
o Maine Woods Office (Greenville)  
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o *Medawisla Lodge and Cabins (T1 R12 WELS)  
o *Little Lyford Lodge and Cabins (Bowdoin College Grant East Twp, Bowdoin College 

Grant West Twp)  
o *Gorman Chairback Lodge and Cabins (Bowdoin College Grant West Twp, Elliotsville 

Twp)  
o *Moose Point Cabin (Monson) – not included 

• New Hampshire facilities  
o Camp Dodge Volunteer Center (Green’s Grant) – closed in 2019 for renovations 
o Cardigan Lodge (Alexandria, NH adjacent to the Cardigan Mountain State Forest) 
o Highland Center, front country facility (Crawford Notch, Bretton Woods) 
o Pinkham Notch/Joe Dodge Lodge & Visitor Center (Pinkham’s Grant) 
o *High Cabin (Cardigan Mountain State Forest) – not included 
o *Hermit Lake Caretaker Cabin (Gorham) – not included 
o *White Mountain National Forest huts – aggregated  

▪ Carter Notch (Bean's Purchase) 
▪ Galehead Hut (Franconia) 
▪ Greenleaf Hut (Lincoln) 
▪ Madison Spring Hut (Randolph) 
▪ Mizpah Spring Hut (Bean's Grant) 
▪ Lakes of the Clouds Hut (Jackson) 
▪ Lonesome Lake Hut (Franconia) 
▪ Zealand Hut (Jefferson) 

o White Mountain National Forest Hut Packhouses – not included 
▪ *Galehead Packhouse (Franconia) 
▪ *Zealand Packhouse (Jefferson) 
▪ Madison Packhouse (Randolph)  
▪ Carter Packhouse (Green’s Grant)  

• New York lodges and camps in Harriman State Park 
o Stephen & Betsy Corman Outdoor Center (Haverstraw) 
o Harriman – Sebago camp (Bear Mountain) – undergoing renovations 
o Palisades Visitor Center and Bookstore (Tomkins Cove) 
o Reeves Meadow Information Center (Sloatsburg) 

• Massachusetts facilities 
o City Square headquarters (Charlestown) 
o Youth Opportunities Program (Charlestown) or “Spice Street” facility – not included 

since we do not manage energy systems at this location 
o Noble View Outdoor Center (Russell) – staff-led as of 2020, previously managed by VCCs 

• New Jersey lodge in the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area  
o Mohican Outdoor Center (Blairstown) 

• Pennsylvania office 
o Mid-Atlantic Conservation Office (Bethlehem) –not managed or occupied solely by AMC 

 
Managed by Chapter 

• Upper Goose Pond Cabin (Lee, MA) – managed by Western Massachusetts Chapter – not 
included 

 
Volunteer-led camps and cabins (VCCs) 
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• *Knubble Bay/Beal Island (Georgetown, ME) – not included 

• Echo Lake (Mt Desert, ME) – not included 

• Cold River Camp (Chatham, NH) 

• Harvard Cabin (Jackson, NH) – not included 

• Three Mile Island (Laconia, NH) 

• Ponkapoag Camp (Randolph, MA) – not included 

• *Northwest Camp (Salisbury, CT) – not included 

• Fire Island (North Babylon, NY) – not included 

• August Camp (traveling camp, different each year) – not included 
 

Staff-managed facilities in Maine  
 
The Maine Woods Initiative consists of 75,000 acres of forest land, three lodges (Little Lyford, Gorman 
Chairback and Medawisla), an operations and maintenance center and a leased office in Greenville.   
 
All three lodges have a central kitchen and dining hall, rustic guest cabins, staff cabins and support 
buildings. They are off grid with electricity supplied by on-site solar generation, battery storage and 
backup generators. Lodges and cabins are heated primarily by wood harvested from AMC’s land. 
Propane is used for backup heating, cooking, refrigeration, lighting and generators, and diesel fuel is 
used for equipment and generators. 
 
Notes relevant to MWI include: 
 

• Wood is harvested locally on AMC owned conservation lands. Emissions from wood used for 
heating lodges and cabins are not included as Scope 1 emissions.  The loss of carbon from the 
forest is included in the accounting for the carbon offset project on AMC’s managed timberlands 
(expected to be completed by the end of 2021). 

• Electrical vehicle charging stations are limited in Greenville and throughout the Maine Woods. 
Due to the limited electrical supply, it is not currently feasible to install EV charging stations at 
the Maine lodges. 

 
Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Medawisla Lodge and Cabins (T1 R12 WELS, ME)  

Guest capacity 78 

On Grid/Off Grid Off grid 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings Medawisla was built on conservation land and located at the 
confluence of Second Roach Pond and the Roach River. AMC 
incorporated “green” building design elements when it was 
renovated and reopened summer 2016. There is a central lodge w/ a 
dining area and sauna, 3 cabins for staff, 9 cabins for guests - 5 
Hilltop and 4 Meadow plus the 2 bunkhouses. Some cabins are 
equipped w/ a private bath. The central bathhouse is equipped with 
flushing toilets and hot showers.  

Electric/gas utility company n/a 
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Onsite renewable energy Y - solar + storage for electricity: There are 60 panels at 265 watts 
each (system size: 15.9 kw) w/ lead acid batteries. Backup diesel 
generator to supply power when sunlight is inadequate.  

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Unknown 

Lighting  All lighting at Medawisla is electric, mostly LED  

Building space heating/cooling Cabins are heated by woodstoves. Lodge is heated by wood stoves 
and a solid wood boiler w/ heat storage tank system. 2 ADA cabins 
have propane stoves. Bathhouse has propane radiant heat. Propane 
clothes dryers in main lodge. 

Domestic hot water  Propane 

Refrigeration systems Electric walk-in fridge and walk-in freezer. Cabins have propane 
minifridges 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane in main lodge. Cabins/bunkhouse are equipped with a two-
burner stove and the pavilion has a propane grill available.  

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N  

Areas of near-term improvement Convert propane-powered refrigeration to efficient electric; Explore 
lithium-ion battery upgrade and adding more solar onsite to reduce 
generator use at all 3 MWI locations; Continue to improve ski trail 
grooming efficiency to be directional and reduce gas usage by “right 
size” fitting grooming equipment at MWI locations; add occupancy 
sensors on lights 

Areas of long-term improvement There is a charging station at Indian Hill Trading Post in Greenville. 
Work with local community to install more public EV charging 
stations offsite at parking lots by the boat and museum in Greenville 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane and diesel fuel 

Scope 2 emissions sources N 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Little Lyford Lodge and Cabins (Bowdoin College Grant East Twp, 
Bowdoin College Grant West Twp, ME) 

Guest capacity 52 

On Grid/Off Grid Off grid 

Road access Y – excluding winter 

Short description  10 private cabins sleeping 1-5 guests, the bunkhouse can 
accommodate 14 guests, there's a central bathhouse and main 
lodge w/ dining hall.  

Electric/gas utility company n/a 

Onsite renewable energy Y - solar + storage for electricity. Lyford replaced 16 solar panels in 
2020 with 12 new panels. There are 2 arrays total, each consisting 
of 6-320-watt panels (system size: 3.8 kw). Backup diesel generator 
used to supply power when sunlight is inadequate. 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Unknown 

Lighting  Lodges have a combination of propane and LED lighting. Cabins are 
equipped with propane lamps.  
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Building space heating/cooling Cabins are equipped with woodstoves (wood is harvested locally on 
AMC owned conservation lands). Lodge is primarily heated with 
woodstove. Bathhouse has propane direct vent heat. 

Domestic hot water  Propane 

Refrigeration systems Combination of electric and propane - freezer is propane 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane  

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets Y 

Public use EV charging stations N 

Areas of near-term improvement Replace all the wood stoves to be EPA compliant – this will reduce 
wood use by about half; contract externally to audit refrigeration 
systems and implement recommended improvements; remove 
dishwasher (too energy intensive and expensive) 

Areas of long-term improvement Unknown 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane and diesel fuel 

Scope 2 emissions N 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Gorman Chairback Lodge and Cabins (Bowdoin College Grant West 
Twp, Elliotsville Twp, ME) 

Guest capacity 60 

On Grid/Off Grid Off grid 

Road access Y - Except winter 

Short description of buildings Gorman is located on the shore of Long Pond. It was originally built 
as a private camp in 1867, until it was acquired by the AMC and 
opened a new lodge in 2011. Bathrooms in the main lodge are 
equipped with composting toilets, hot showers and a wood-heated 
sauna. There are 4 cabins with private bathrooms and showers, 8 
shoreline cabins and a separate bunkhouse. This is a seasonal facility 
(operates 8 months out of the year) and closes during the shoulder 
seasons. It is accessible by car in summer and fall, and accessible by 
ski, snowshoe, or dogsled during the winter.  

Electric/gas utility company n/a 

Onsite renewable energy Y - solar + storage for electricity. Has 3 solar arrays, each consisting 
of 9-230-watt panels (system size: 6.2 kw). Backup diesel generator 
used to supply power when sunlight is inadequate. 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Unknown 

Lighting  Lodges are LED. 2 cabins have a mix of propane and electric lights, 2 
cabins are completely electric lights 

Building space heating/cooling Lodge has wood boilers w/ backup propane for heat. Cabins are 
equipped with woodstoves. ADA Cabin has propane stove.  Lodge 
uses a combination of woodstove and propane radiant heat.  

Domestic hot water  Propane 

Refrigeration systems Has a commercial fridge and electric freezer 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane  

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets Y 
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Public use EV charging stations N 

Areas of near-term improvement Replace all the wood stoves to be EPA compliant – this will reduce 
wood use by about half; downsize water storage tank (1,000-gal is 
too big); upgrade heating systems 

Areas of long-term improvement Explore lithium-ion batteries and adding more solar 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane and diesel fuel 

Scope 2 emissions N 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Maine Operations Center (MOES) (Greenville, ME)   
Guest capacity n/a 

On Grid/Off Grid On grid – capacity upgrade may be needed 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings AMC purchased the Operations (or OPS) Center in 2016. This is a 
large shop space combined with offices and serves as a roadside 
building in Greenville, Maine.  

Lease arrangement Owned by AMC  

Electric/gas utility company Central Maine Power 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Building envelop is mostly efficient 

Lighting  Mostly LED 

Building space heating/cooling Propane heating and waste oil furnace w/ back-up generator. 

Domestic hot water  Propane  

Refrigeration systems 1 freezer storage unit  

Kitchen stove fuel Propane  

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N  

Vehicle type and use Each lodge has a truck (7 currently in use). AMC operates 2 groomers 
to maintain over 70 miles of lodge-to-lodge groomed trails 
connecting Medawisla to Gorman Chairback and Little Lyford lodge. 
Many snowmobiles & UTV’s at all Lodges 

Areas of near-term improvement Explore alternative heating options (high-performance heat pumps 
combined with solar), seek opportunities to improve the efficiency 
of trail grooming 

Areas of long-term improvement Add grid-tied solar 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane, oil and diesel fuel 

Scope 2 emissions Standard grid mix ISO-NE 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Maine Woods Office (Greenville, ME) 

Guest capacity n/a 

On Grid/Off Grid On grid 
Road access Y 
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Short description of buildings The Maine Woods Office is not managed by AMC and shares the 
building with other businesses. This space is primarily used by staff 
for programs and land management. Not much is known about the 
energy systems since it is not managed or owned by AMC. 

Lease arrangement Lease ongoing, private 

Electric/gas utility company Central Maine Power 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Unknown 

Lighting  Unknown 

Building space heating/cooling Heating oil 

Domestic hot water  Electric 

Refrigeration systems One standing freezer 

Kitchen stove fuel N 

Low flow water systems N 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N 

Areas of near-term improvement Given that utilities are included with rent, there may be little 
opportunity to improve efficiency or add solar in the near- or long-
term. 

Areas of long-term improvement See comment above. 

Scope 1 Heating oil 

Scope 2 Standard grid mix ISO-NE 

 

Staff-managed facilities in New Hampshire 
 
AMC’s lodging and operations are mostly centralized in the North Country of New Hampshire. There are 
two large front country facilities (Pinkham and Highland Center), as well as the smaller Cardigan Lodge. 
Located just north of Pinkham Notch, the seasonal Camp Dodge Trails Center supports AMC’s trail 
stewardship programs. AMC manages eight off-grid backcountry huts in the White Mountain National 
Forest. There are also a few low-energy packhouses and off-grid cabins that are not included in this 
description (Madison Packhouse, Carter Packhouse, and the Hermit Lake Caretaker Hut).  
 
All North Country transportation and machinery operations are managed out of Pinkham Notch. AMC 
manages a fleet of about 30 vehicles for various purposes in the North Country, ranging from all-electric 
sedans to gas-powered buses that service our hiker shuttle operations. Vehicles are sometimes rented in 
the summer. There are also numerous generators, tractors, wheel loaders and maintenance equipment 
such as string trimmers, snow blowers, lawn mowers, saws, etc. 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Highland Center at Crawford Notch (Bretton Woods, NH) 

Guest capacity 136 Beds 

On Grid Y – 1200-amp (at capacity), upgrades are needed to support 
electrification 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings The Highland Center is a large front country facility owned by AMC, 
located at Crawford Notch, NH. There are 5 buildings total: Main 
lodge (built in 2003), construction building, Thayer Hall, Shapleigh 
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bunk house and the train depot (showers + retail). Thayer hosts a 
library (archive staff), programs, risk management, mountain 
classrooms, and staff housing upstairs all year round.  

Electric/gas utility company Eversource 

Onsite renewable energy Y – 12.6 kw solar array on maintenance building and woodshed 
roofs (installed May 2019) 

Offsite renewable energy Y – 100% renewable energy contract through Constellation Energy 

Status of building envelop No insulation above 3rd floor ceiling in main lodge; has double pane, 
double hung windows (south facing) – but there are rotted rails and 
leakage issues. 

Lighting  Some LED (emergency lighting and flood lighting is done, Thayer is 
in the process of converting). All lighting being converted to LED as 
existing CFL/ballasts fail 

Building space heating/cooling Main Lodge and Thayer has a cord wood hydronic loop boiler w/ 
backup oil; Depot has a small Direct Vent type propane heater and 
Shapleigh has a propane fired-forced hot air furnace. 

Domestic hot water  Propane hot water system w/ 4 storage tanks for the Lodge and 2 
storage tanks for Thayer 

Refrigeration systems Depot – Commercial beverage/ice cream merchandizer coolers 
Shapleigh – residential refrigeration unit  

Kitchen stove fuel Propane 

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets Y-Thayer Hall 1St floor Clivus Units 

Public use EV charging stations 4 Level 2 EV charging stations, free to public 

Areas of near-term improvement Continue to explore net zero heating system retrofits; continue 
exploring window upgrade options; insulate the ceiling above the 
3rd floor of main lodge; finish converting lights to LED; explore 
installing heat pumps at Depot and Shapleigh; potentially replace 
showers with DEI restrooms; and explore options to upgrade main 
lodge thermal envelop 

Areas of long-term improvement Expand solar on roofs and ground mounts (virtual net meter with 
other NH locations) and expand electrical capacity to accommodate 
heat pumps and EV charging infrastructure 

Scope 1 emissions sources Cord wood, propane, oil 

Scope 2 emissions sources None 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Pinkham Notch Visitor Center (Pinkham’s Grant NH) 

Guest capacity 96 

On Grid Y –3 phase electric service. Diesel backup generator for small 
outages. 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings Pinkham Notch Visitor Center is located on the shoulder of Mount 
Washington at an elevation of 2,000 ft.  The 48,134 sq ft complex is 
comprised of 8 buildings. Two large buildings, Joe Dodge Lodge and 
the Trading Post, offer guest lodging, meeting spaces, a large dining 
room, visitor information lobby, retail store, public baths, pack-up 
room, administrative offices and storage space.  There are 4 
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additional buildings w/ staff offices, seasonal staff housing, 
storehouse, and construction facilities. An internal energy audit was 
conducted at Pinkham in 2007 in support of AMC’s commitment to 
efficiency and conservation.  

Lease arrangement National Forest Service oversees land 

Electric/gas utility company Eversource 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy Y - 100% renewable energy contract w/ Constellation Energy 

Status of building envelop Variable, upgrades may be needed (windows, spray foam, etc.) 

Lighting  LEDs + occupancy sensors in Trading Post and Lodge bathrooms  

Building space heating/cooling Propane hydronic heat in all 6 buildings. Lodge guest rooms have 
additional electric resistance heat, while hallways use propane. 
Trading Post has 1 wood fireplace for aesthetics. Trading Post has 3 
propane-fired fireplace inserts for ambiance. 2 dehumidifiers run 
spring/summer in the Trading Post basement. 

Domestic hot water  High efficiency propane w/ recaptured waste heat from walk-in 
coolers and freezers. Preheated by solar thermal on Lodge and 
Trading Post thru heat exchangers (6 arrays, or 2 systems, total). 

Refrigeration systems 3 walk-in commercial systems 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane 

Low flow water systems Y – River water is used for flushing toilets 

Composting toilets Y – Clivus Composting Toilet Building  

Public use EV charging stations 3 EV charging units total: 1 free public charger at Programs + 2 
fleet-only chargers in vehicle courtyard which public may use but 
not advertised  

Areas of near-term improvement Install heat pumps at Woodchuck, Programs, Old Hutton and 
Rockwood; implement NRM refrigeration recommendations and 
upgrade first floor walk in unit (new evaporator); explore energy 
audit to improve weatherization; install heat pump water heater at 
Woodchuck (the current propane system uses a lot of hot water to 
do laundry and would help offset the dehumidifier) 

Areas of long-term improvement Work with NFS to install solar and expand public EV charging 
stations in the guest lot – guests have requested EV chargers; 
increase electrical capacity; explore heating retrofit options 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane, wood, gasoline, diesel 

Scope 2 emissions sources None 

 
 

 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Cardigan Lodge (Alexandria NH) 

Guest capacity Lodge (63 beds) Campsites (24 sites) High Cabin (12 beds) 

On Grid Y  

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings Cardigan Lodge is located on a 1,200-acre reservation owned by 
AMC in the Mount Cardigan State Forest. Cardigan Lodge contains 
guest rooms, bathrooms, and a small-sized commercial kitchen. 
High Cabin (nearby) is heated by wood stove, detail not included 
here. Many walk-in campsites. Lodge was renovated in 2005 to 
include heat pumps and other efficiency upgrades. 
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Electric/gas utility company New Hampshire Electric Co-op 

Onsite renewable energy Ground mounted (73 kw) solar array. Group net metered with 
Three Mile Island. Owned by IGS Solar. 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Unknown 

Lighting  Mostly LED 

Building space heating/cooling 2 high-efficiency heat pumps (installed 2013 in dining/common 
room on east and west gable ends of the south end of the lodge), 
heating oil + 2 fireplaces (mostly for aesthetics) 

Domestic hot water  2 x (30-tube) evacuated tube-style solar thermal arrays (preheat) + 
oil burner 

Refrigeration systems Commercial reach-in style coolers & freezers  

Kitchen stove fuel Propane 

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations 1 EV station (2 plugs) positioned for staff and public use 

Areas of near-term improvement Lots of aged infrastructure in need of upgrades (this location 
deserves special attention); upgrade fire safety systems; buy out 
the solar array to receive fiscal and environmental benefits; add 
public electric vehicle charging stations 

Areas of long-term improvement Replace oil fired main lodge heating plant 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane, heating oil, wood 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, ISO-NE 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Camp Dodge Volunteer Center (Green’s Grant NH) 

Guest capacity  62 Volunteer, 56 Staff  

On Grid Y – 400-amp service 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings In 1982, AMC began leasing Camp Dodge from the U.S. Forest 
Service through a 30-year special-use permit with the Forest Service 
to house trail crews and volunteers. 15 buildings located four miles 
north of Pinkham Notch. Closed in 2017 and has since been newly 
renovated. Reopened Summer 2020. 

Electric/gas utility company Eversource 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy Y – 100% renewable energy through Constellation Energy 

Status of building envelop Seasonal Camp operated May-Oct.  Uninsulated wood frame 
construction 

Lighting  LED, full cutoff, Dark Skies Compliant 

Building space heating/cooling N.  Electric 120V space heaters in Trail Crew’s Hutton Lodge 

Domestic hot water  Propane-fired via Rinnai on-demand 

Refrigeration systems Nested Walk-in Freezer/Cooler, Residential Fridge/freezer units 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane 

Low flow water systems Y Low flow fixtures installed as part of renovation 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N 
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Areas of near-term improvement Replace std switches w/occupancy sensors, improve photocell 
sensing locations (bath lighting controls)  

Areas of long-term improvement Explore solar opportunity – focus on FS approval process; explore 
insulation at Hutton and heat pump (after solar install) 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane, wood, gasoline 

Scope 2 emissions sources None 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name White Mountain National Forest Hut System 

Guest capacity 36-96 guests at each hut 

On Grid N 

Road access N 

Short description of buildings AMC operates eight off-grid huts, located in the remote White 
Mountain National Forest that incorporate green building design 
elements. Fresh/frozen food is hauled in by Croo members, 
whereas nonperishable items (fuel and supplies) are flown in by 
helicopter. Zealand Falls, Carter Notch, and Lonesome Lake stay 
open year-round while the rest are seasonal, allowing guests to 
utilize the kitchen. 

Lease arrangement AMC operates through special use permits on NFS property, 
excluding Madison, which is not on NFS property, but still regulated 
by NFS. 

Electric/gas utility company Rymes Propane  

Onsite renewable energy All huts make use of alternative sources of energy, such as solar, 
hydro and wind paired with lithium-ion storage. All have solar, 
Zealand also utilizes hydropower and Madison also has a small wind 
turbine. Propane generators for backup power. 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Most huts do not have insulation 

Lighting  LED, electric 

Building space heating/cooling Year-round huts have wood stoves that use a 50/50 mix of cord 
wood and store-bought Biobricks. Seasonal huts do not have space 
heat.  

Domestic hot water  No hot water for guests. Huts use solar thermal w/ propane boost 
to heat water in the kitchen and shower for Croo only. We currently 
have solar heating systems to produce domestic hot water at 
Cardigan Lodge, Pinkham Notch facilities, Madison Hut, Lonesome 
Lake Hut, and Mizpah Hut. Zealand Falls, and Greenleaf Huts have 
solar thermal systems solely to heat the concrete under the clivus 
toilets for better composting. Galehead Hut, Lakes of the Clouds 
Hut, Carter Notch Hut, and many other facilities do not currently 
have these systems. 

Refrigeration systems Electric 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane 

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets 6 of 8 huts have Clivus Multrum composting toilets, excluding 
Madison and Lakes of the Clouds due to extreme weather. 

Public use EV charging stations N 
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Areas of near-term improvement Explore adding inductive stovetops as a diversionary load (once 
battery is full), this could be a good testing ground to reduce 
propane use. Install electric pilot lighter in kitchen stoves to reduce 
propane use (keeping the pilot on uses ~1 propane cylinder per 
year at each hut). Some huts pump water using power from PV 
arrays – can be done at more huts. 

Areas of long-term improvement Work with NFS to add more solar (sized to provide ~4 hours of 
power/day). Expand solar at Zealand; when the Peabody River 
drops below a certain level, AMC must turn off the hydro and run 
generator (guests have complained), hydro is seasonal whereas the 
hut remains open year-round. 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane, jet fuel 

Scope 2 emissions sources None 

 

Staff-managed facilities in New York 
 
AMC manages four facilities within Harriman State Park, New York under a new 40-year lease 
agreement with the Palisades Interstate Parks Commission and therefore bound by rules pertaining to 
trail access, water safety and building maintenance. Two facilities (Reeves Meadow and Palisades 
Bookstore) were newly acquired visitor centers that do not offer guest accommodations but serve as an 
information hub to outdoor enthusiasts. 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Stephen & Betsy Corman Harriman Outdoor Center (Haverstraw, 
NY) 

Guest capacity 202 max capacity (includes cabins + tent platforms camp-wide) 

On Grid Y - 200-amp system  

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings The Corman Harriman Outdoor Center is a seasonal facility located 
30 miles from Manhattan and is accessible by public transportation. 
It was completely renovated in 2015 (reopened July 2016). The site 
offers exclusive waterfront access to 64-acre Breakneck Pond. 
There is a main dining hall, a group meeting space, two bath 
houses, camping sites and several cabins. The only building that 
receives space heat is the camp office. Cabins are equipped with 
small refrigerators, outdoor grills, and electric lighting. Stone Lodge 
has a fireplace and residential kitchen amenities. Cranberry cabin is 
equipped with individual private baths for each guest space. 

Lease arrangement Managed by AMC, owned by Palisades Interstate Parks Commission 

Electric/gas utility company Orange and Rockland 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop All are light wood frame construction.   3 insulated buildings: stone 
lodge, cranberry cabin and the camp office.  All other buildings are 
un-insulated 

Lighting  LED 

Building space heating/cooling 2 wood fireplaces, Stone Lodge & Rec Hall.  Rinnai DV in Office  

Domestic hot water  Propane, standing pilot, tank-style 40–120-gallon storage capacity 

Refrigeration systems 1 commercial refrigerator + 1 commercial freezer, installed 2015 
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Kitchen stove fuel Large commercial kitchen is all propane 

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets N – but there are moldering privies located at each of the 4 
backpacker sites around Breakneck Pond 

Public use EV charging stations N 

Vehicle type and use Shuttle Van to train stations, Camp Truck(s) for ops 

Areas of near-term improvement Explore potential to electrify water heating equipment and add 
solar; capacity upgrade needed to support electrification 

Areas of long-term improvement Explore potential to make the camp office a net zero building 

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, NY-ISO 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Harriman-Sebago Camp (Harriman State Park, NY) 

Guest capacity To be determined 

On Grid Y - 200-amp system 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings Harriman-Sebago is located on Lake Sebago in Harriman State Park. 
Harriman-Sebago is a neglected camp that was recently acquired 
and is still in the early planning stages of redevelopment. There is a 
large recreation center, dining hall, manager’s building, and several 
cabins. Building renovation and land restoration are severely 
needed. Opening dates are undetermined. 

Lease arrangement Managed by AMC, owned by Palisades Interstate Parks Commission 

Electric/gas utility company Orange and Rockland  

Onsite renewable energy To be determined 

Offsite renewable energy To be determined 

Status of building envelop To be determined 

Lighting  To be determined 

Building space heating/cooling To be determined – however the site has 7 fireplaces. Wood will 
likely be sourced from a local supplier and therefore, emissions 
from burning cord wood will count toward the emissions inventory 
– therefore, we can expect emissions level to increase once 
Harriman-Sebago opens. 

Domestic hot water  To be determined 

Refrigeration systems To be determined 

Kitchen stove fuel To be determined 

Low flow water systems To be determined 

Composting toilets To be determined 

Public use EV charging stations To be determined 

Vehicle type and use To be determined 

Areas of near-term improvement Work with architects and contractors to make this a net zero facility 
(no combustible fuels onsite); electrical capacity will need to be 
upgrades; investigate adding solar to dining hall roof, garage roof 
and potentially the upper tennis court; capacity upgrade needed to 
support electrification 

Areas of long-term improvement To be determined 

Scope 1 emissions sources To be determined 
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Scope 2 emissions sources To be determined 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Palisades Visitor Center and Bookstore (Tomkins Cove, NY) 

Guest capacity N/A 

On Grid Y – 200-amp system 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings The Palisades visitor center in located in Harriman State Park, 
directly on the Interstate Parkway. There are no guest amenities at 
this site. This site is currently undergoing renovations and projected 
to open summer 2021. 

Lease arrangement Managed by AMC, owned by Palisades Interstate Parks Commission 

Electric/gas utility company Orange and Rockland 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Unknown – Historic Building, wood frame w/Slate roof 

Lighting  LED 

Building space heating/cooling Oil  

Domestic hot water  Small Electric tank for bathroom DWH 

Refrigeration systems Commercial merchandising beverage/ice cream? coolers 

Kitchen stove fuel N 

Low flow water systems N 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N 

Vehicle type and use N 

Areas of near-term improvement Explore adding public electric vehicle charging stations and solar 

Areas of long-term improvement Look into insulation improvements (attic and exterior walls) and 
replace heating unit with heat pump unit upon end of useful life; 
capacity upgrade may be needed to support electrification 

Scope 1 emissions sources Fuel oil 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, NY-ISO 
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Site name Reeves Meadow Information Center (Sloatsburg, NY) 

Guest capacity N/A 

On Grid Y - 200-amp system  

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings Reeves Meadow serves as an information and visitors center 
located in Harriman State Park. This site is currently undergoing 
renovations and expected to open summer 2021. 

Lease arrangement Managed by AMC, owned by Palisades Interstate Parks Commission 

Electric/gas utility company Orange and Rockland  

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Unknown, roof may need to be replaced before adding solar 

Lighting  LED 
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Building space heating/cooling Existing is hydronic, future system will be heat pump – has 1 wood 
fireplace, converting to electric 

Domestic hot water  Electric 

Refrigeration systems 1 residential fridge, commercial beverage coolers 

Kitchen stove fuel No stove, 1 microwave 

Low flow water systems Unknown 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N 

Vehicle type and use N 

Areas of near-term improvement Structural envelop improvements and add insulation and air foam 
to tighten up thermal envelop; explore potential to add solar and 
heat pump (main office) to turn this into a net zero demonstration 
site; add electric resistance to the bathrooms; replace roof prior to 
solar installation 

Areas of long-term improvement To be determined 

Scope 1 emissions sources Cord wood potentially and to be determined for heating 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, NY-ISO 

 

Staff-managed facilities in Massachusetts 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name City Square – Headquarters (Boston, MA) 

Guest capacity N/A 

On Grid Y  

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings City Square is AMC’s latest headquarters, built in 1870’s. Located in 
Boston’s historic district, the building has multiple tenants, such as 
a restaurant, dry cleaner, law firm and financial service. Tenants 
share the same utility meters as AMC and rent includes fixed 
utilities + “common expenses” for operating costs and taxes. Energy 
systems are maintained by long-time building manager in 
conjunction with AMC. 

Lease arrangement Owned by AMC 

Electric/gas utility company Eversource subsidiary, NSTAR 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy RECs are purchased through contract with Constellation Energy to 
offset emissions from electricity consumption starting August 2021. 

Status of building envelop Temporarily undetermined 

Lighting  Majority of lights have been converted to LED 

Building space heating/cooling Natural gas radiant heat with backup heat pumps, some electric 
resistance heating.  

Domestic hot water  Natural gas water heater (2 module boilers) + all tenant sinks all 
have 20-gal instant-hot units. 

Refrigeration systems Y 

Kitchen stove fuel Natural gas 

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N 
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Areas of near-term improvement Replace condensate boilers and install VFD on loop pump; upgrade 
lighting to LED and add occupancy sensors on the 5th floor; follow 
through on implementing suggestions from the Eversource 
sponsored energy audit that was conducted in 2019, install BMS 
(building management system). 

Areas of long-term improvement Explore upgrading electric resistance heat to heat pump. Explore 
adding insulated skylights on the roof and there may be 
opportunities to install more insulation (R35 is required). Other big 
areas for improvement: as we replace heat pumps, upgrade the 
SEER efficiency of these units. 

Scope 1 emissions sources Natural gas 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, ISO-NE, no emissions starting August 2021 

 
 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Noble View Outdoor Center (Russell, MA) 

Guest capacity 28 + campgrounds 

On Grid Y - 200+amps in each cottage 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings Large renovation was done in 2011 at Noble View Outdoor Center 
in Russell, Massachusetts, following an eight-year volunteer-led 
project to improve guest lodging and build a new bathhouse 
featuring “foundation-to-rooftop” green technologies. Switched 
from volunteer-management to staff-management in July 2019. 
There are 3 buildings for guests (2 cottages + 1 bathhouse), a yurt 
for the manager, and several miscellaneous sheds and garages. 
Cottages were upgraded to provide electricity, wood-stove heating, 
a large common area, and a self-service kitchen with a gas range 
and refrigerator. Guests prepare their own meals.  

Lease arrangement Land and buildings are managed by AMC. We additionally secured a 
conservation easement to preserve nearly 360 acres of open space 
at Noble View, including land within the Springfield Water and 
Sewer Commission’s watershed.  

Electric/gas utility company Eversource MA 

Onsite renewable energy Y - ~10 kw solar array on site, owned by AMC; net metering began 
2009  

Offsite renewable energy Starting August 2021, AMC has a renewable energy contract with 
Constellation Energy to offset emissions from electricity 

Status of building envelop Enhanced insulations and energy-efficient windows and doors were 
added in the renovation designs. 

Lighting  Mostly LED.  

Building space heating/cooling Wood stove heating in North Cottage and Double Cottage.  “Green” 
bathhouse includes solar water heating, radiant floor heat, and 
enhanced building insulation work together to decrease energy use 
for heating by 90%. Yurt uses propane for space heating. 

Domestic hot water  No running water in cabins 

Refrigeration systems 3 commercial reach-in refrigerators in the Cottages 

Kitchen stove fuel Cottages and Yurt use propane for cooking 
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Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets Y – “green” bathhouse with Clivus Multrum toilets and grey-water 
systems 

Public use EV charging stations N  

Areas of near-term improvement Explore potential to add EV charging stations, upgrade existing solar 
panels; insulate the manager’s yurt and add heat pump, add a 
temperature sensor on the block heater; add a garden and compost 
for facility manager; and replace existing gas equipment with heat 
pumps or adding heat pumps to Cottages where possible 

Areas of long-term improvement Explore wind turbine feasibility  

Scope 1 emissions sources Propane & diesel (tractor) 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, ISO-NE, no emissions starting August 2021 

 

Staff-managed facilities in New Jersey 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Mohican Outdoor Center (Blairstown, NJ) 

Guest capacity 73 bunks and campsites that allows up to 109 guests in 16 separate 
sites 

On Grid Y - unknown electrical capacity 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings Mohican is a year-round facility located in the Delaware Water Gap 
National Recreation Area. It has 2 lodges and 7 cabins that can 
accommodate up to 16 people each (total of 9 buildings). 

Lease arrangement AMC operates through a special use permit from the National Park 
Service (NPS) 

Electric/gas utility company JCP&L 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Windows have been upgraded to double pane 

Lighting  Mostly fluorescent 

Building space heating/cooling Cabins have a combination of electric and wood stoves – wood is 
purchased locally, not harvested by AMC. 2 fireplaces with inserts, 
one fireplace with no insert and one woodstove, 3 years old. 

Domestic hot water  Electric and propane 

Refrigeration systems 18 refrigeration systems total - mini fridges for staff, 1 commercial 
size fridge, 2 residential size fridges 

Kitchen stove fuel Electric and propane 

Low flow water systems N 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations N 

Vehicle type and use 1 work truck (20-24 MPG) used to pick up food and haul wood 

Areas of near-term improvement Check and replace occupancy sensors in bathrooms, esp. Rec Hall; 
install water sensors on bathroom sinks heat pumps; insulation in 
cabins; Rollover water heaters to heat pump; verify electric capacity 
needs to install more electric equipment; work with NPS to upgrade 
efficiency and add renewables – explore repairing the 
decommissioned wind turbine near Visitor Center; building envelop 
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upgrades; switch from fluorescent to LED; upgrade the efficiency of 
the pump house; and assess refrigeration needs and equipment 
efficiency 

Areas of long-term improvement Identify resources to overhaul the Rec Center (turn into event 
reception hall with staff housing); explore potential to renovate the 
decommission windmill (rusted, bird corridor, NPS permitting, etc.), 
explore other renewable energy feasibility (solar and hydro), and 
electric vehicle charging stations in partnership with NPS 

Scope 1 emissions sources Wood, propane, gasoline (charcoal sales are a “de minimus” 
emissions source) 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix - PJM 

 

Volunteer-managed Camps and Cabins (VCCs) 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Cold River Camp (Chatham, NH) 

Guest capacity 100+ 

On Grid Y 

Road access Y 

Short description of buildings AMC’s Cold River Camp is 100+ years old with 46 buildings on 100 
acres in Chatham, NH. Cold River Camp is located in Evans Notch 
about 30 minutes outside of North Conway or Gorham, New 
Hampshire. It is the least developed of the White Mountain’s 
notches or mountain passes, it is surrounded by two Wilderness 
Areas, the Wild River Wilderness, and the Caribou Speckled 
Wilderness. Private cabins for registered guests and not open to the 
public. All meals are cooked and served by the camp staff. 

Electric/gas utility company Y - Electricity is provided in the lodge and some of the guest houses 
have electricity and indoor plumbing, however they’re reserved for 
guests with special needs.  

Onsite renewable energy Large renovation project in process: fund raising and hiring 
contractors to completely renovate the main lodge (70% of total 
energy comes from the main lodge). Building a new kitchen, 
converting old kitchen into dining area, and converting dining area 
into a social space. Renovation includes installing solar on roof of 
old south facing kitchen. Groundbreaking is expected Sept 2021 
with construction due to begin May 2022. 

Offsite renewable energy N 

Status of building envelop Undetermined 

Lighting  Kerosene lamps are provided for guests  

Building space heating/cooling Private cabins have a wood stove or built-in fireplace. Backup 
generator uses propane. 

Domestic hot water  Propane 

Refrigeration systems Y 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane 

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets N 

Public use EV charging stations Y – 2 EV charging stations are available to guests. Guest charging 
rates are based on suggested donations and rates vary based on 
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type of vehicle being charged. Grid tie in can handle 2 more, if 
needed. 

Vehicle type and use N/A 

Areas of near-term improvement A thorough assessment of CRC’s footprint was conducted by 
William David Murray in 2008 and those recommendations have 
been taken into consideration with the latest renovation plans. 

Areas of long-term improvement TBD 

Scope 1 emissions sources Kerosene, propane, and wood 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, ISO-NE 

 
 

Energy Profile 2020 

Site name Three Mile Island Camp (Laconia, NH) 

Guest capacity 90+ 

On Grid Y – unknown electric capacity 

Road access N – accessible by boat. Parking located in Meredith, NH. 

Short description of buildings Established in 1900, Three Mile Island camp hosts --- buildings on a 
43-acre island in Lake Winnipesaukee. NH. Campers stay in small 
lakefront cabins equipped with simple furnishings. Three meals are 
served by Croo members daily.  

Lease arrangement Owned by AMC 

Electric/gas utility company New Hampshire Electric Coop; electricity in main building and Croo 
cabins. No electric or hot water in guest cabins. 

Onsite renewable energy N 

Offsite renewable energy Shares group net metered solar at Cardigan Lodge. 

Status of building envelop Undetermined 

Lighting  Lights in each cabin are simple, portable, individually rechargeable 
photovoltaic units (moved away from kerosene a few years ago). 

Building space heating/cooling Space heat comes from woodstoves and fireplaces, can be found in 
main lodge, the Rec Hall, and Change House. All wood is harvested 
on site.  

Domestic hot water  2 large propane tanks to heat water and cook in the main lodge 
only. Croo and camper showers are solar. 

Refrigeration systems Y - electric 

Kitchen stove fuel Propane and wood 

Low flow water systems Y 

Composting toilets Human waste is mostly composted (they also have vault 
containment systems). All liquids must be pumped and treated off-
Island once a year at an EPA award-winning facility in Franklin, NH. 

Public use EV charging stations N 

Vehicle type and use There are several boats servicing the island 

Areas of near-term improvement Continue to engage donors and companies willing to provide 
electric boat technology to replace “Appy 5” – largest of the fleet 
responsible for transporting guests to and from vehicles. Unclear 
whether recommendations in the 2008 sustainability plan were 
implemented (Plymouth State University).  

Areas of long-term improvement Upgrade grid capacity to accommodate heat pump water heaters 
and EV chargers. Investigated installing an EV charger at Meredith 
parking lot, project estimated at $16k with grid tie in. Heat pump 
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water heaters would reduce cost of fuel and transporting propane 
onto the island.  

Scope 1 emissions sources Wood 

Scope 2 emissions sources Standard grid mix, ISO-NE 
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C. GHG emissions and cost analysis 
 

Reporting boundary emissions (2010 & 2019) 
 
Table 8 Annual estimated GHG emissions from staff-managed facilities and vehicles 

  
Organizational growth Emission Source (MT CO2e) Offsets (MT CO2e) 

  

Year Employees Guest Bed 
Nights 

Revenue 
($USD) 

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3 Gross 
Operational 
Emissions 

RECs Forest 
credits 

Total 
Offset 

Emissions 

Net Total 
Operations 
Emissions 

EPA 
Emission 
Factors 

Buildings Transportation Electricity Business 
Travel 

2003 unknown unknown 18,849,197 593 97 266 108 1,064 (55) 0 (55) 1,009 2011 

2004 unknown unknown 24,070,281 698 168 382 103 1,351 (55) 0 (55) 1,296 2011 

2005 unknown 88,543 21,902,369 877 146 406 109 1,538 (55) 0 (55) 1,483 2011 

2006 unknown 93,566 29,018,829 717 112 375 114 1,319 (55) 0 (55) 1,264 2011 

2007 unknown 99,098 29,797,569 685 85 361 98 1,229 0 0 0 1,229 2011 

2008 326 102,877 25,950,977 732 176 351 76 1,335 0 0 0 1,335 2011 

2009 221 94,861 20,883,079 858 183 292 100 1,432 0 0 0 1,432 2011 

2010*BASELINE 679 97,295 22,198,341 759 193 344 138 1,434 0 0 0 1,434 2011 

2011 646 96,985 29,541,534 800 233 362 139 1,534 0 0 0 1,534 2011 

2012 667 100,409 21,712,358 675 193 339 94 1,301 0 0 0 1,301 2011 

2013 659 106,644 22,237,266 888 254 275 105 1,522 (293) 0 (293) 1,229 2011 

2014 686 111,776 30,302,542 810 237 318 93 1,458 (396) 0 (396) 1,062 2014 

2015 - 2018 Undetermined 

2019 760 119,031 35,424,938 927 309 350 123 1,709 (157) 0 (157) 1,552 2018 

2020-2021 Undetermined 

Combined Totals 4,644 1,111,085 331,889,280 10,010 2,592 4,421 1,400 18,422 (1,066) 0 (1,066) 17,356 
 

 
Notes & assumptions 

• Emissions were estimated using EPA Emission Factors as per GHG Protocol guidance, see right hand column. EPA methodologies are updated on a periodic basis. 

• Emission estimates for years 2003-2014 may vary from Mark Woodward's analysis. GHG emissions were reassessed given the details of Mark’s methodology were not well 
understood. 

• Emissions sources from staff-managed facilities and vehicles are included, emissions from VCCs are not included. 

• Transportation includes emissions from AMC’s vehicle fleet, land management, trail maintenance, and trail grooming activities. 

• Emissions are not included where AMC has green power procurement contracts, such as Highland Center, Pinkham Notch, and the New Hampshire packhouses. 

• Emissions from electricity use where AMC has solar onsite but does not own the array or associated environmental benefits, such as the array located at Cardigan Lodge 
that is net metered with Three Mile Island. 
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Table 9 2010 (baseline) emission levels and energy costs 

 

Sector (scope) Utility (quantity) 
Total 
Quantity 

MT CO2e 
Factor 

Net MT 
CO2e 

Total 
Cost 

Vehicle fleet & 
helicopter (scope 1) 

 Gasoline (gallons)  18,059 0.008813 160 $47,146 

 Jet fuel (gallons)  3,333 0.009784 33 $7,386 

 Total  193 $54,532 

Buildings & equipment 
(scope 1) 

 Wood (cords)  107 1.90106 204 $17,940 

 B20 (gallons)  10,431 0.01018 106 $28,828 

 Diesel (gallons)  3,576 0.01036 37 $11,031 

 Fuel Oil #2 (gallons)  10,317 0.01024 106 $27,571 

 Natural Gas (therms)  309 0.00531 2 $707 

 Propane (gallons)  54,219 0.00561 304 $133,116 

 Total  759 $219,193 

Purchased Electricity 
(scope 2) 

 Electricity (kwh)*  902,004 0.000391 344 $122,269 

 Total  344 $122,269 

Staff Business Travel 
(scope 3) 

 Air (miles)**  50,632 0.00022 9 unknown 

 Car (miles)  344,311 0.00037 129 $189,371 

 Rail (miles)***  2,605 0.00017 - unknown 

 Total  138 $189,371 

 Grand Total  1,434 $585,365 

 45% reduction target by 2030 (2010 baseline)  789  

 
Table 10 2019 emission levels and energy costs 

 
Sector (scope) Utility (quantity) Total Quantity MT CO2e Factor Net MT CO2e Total Cost 

Vehicle fleet & helicopter (scope 1) 

 Gasoline (gallons)         30,111      0.00881  265 $77,588 

 Jet fuel (gallons)           2,337      0.00978  23 $4,799 

 Diesel (gallons)           1,991      0.01036  21 $5,689 

 Total  309 $88,075 

Buildings & equipment (scope 1) 

 Wood (cords)              123      1.90106  234 $46,673 

 Kerosene (gallons)              166      0.09505  16 $568 

 Gasoline (gallons)                75      0.00881  <1 $185 

 Diesel (gallons)           7,710      0.01036  80 $21,263 

 Fuel Oil #2 (gallons)         10,995      0.01024  113 $28,517 

 Natural Gas (therms)         14,848      0.00531  79 $18,241 
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 Propane (gallons)         70,460      0.00574  405 $149,931 

 Total  927 $265,377 

Purchased Electricity (scope 2) 

 Electricity (kwh)*   1,351,037      0.00025  350 $218,734 

 Market-based adjustment (kwh)     (613,835)     0.00025  (157) N/A 

 Total  193 $218,734 

Staff Business Travel (scope 3) 

 Air (miles)**       153,004      0.00018  24 $27,580 

 Car (gallons)           2,108      0.00881  19 $3,820 

 Car (miles)       225,468      0.00035  78 $129,475 

 Taxi (miles)           1,109      0.00035  0 $3,594 

 Bus (miles)           2,496      0.00006  0 $1,023 

 Rail (miles)***         16,223      0.00014  2 $8,686 

 Total  123 $174,178 

GHG Emissions (tonnes CO2e) 

 Gross total  1,708 $746,364 

 Net total  1,552  

45% reduction target by 2030 (2010 baseline) 789  

Difference between now and where we need to be in 2030 -763  

 
 
Assumptions & notes 

• *Electricity was calculated individually for each facility accounting for regional ISO differences, figure above is the blended average. AMC uses a market-based approach, to 
account for REC procurement from Constellation Energy at Pinkham, Highland Center and packhouses. 

• **Individual air travel was calculated using EPA emission factors for short, medium, and long hauls, figure above is a blended average. 

• ***Rail is a blended average of transit (i.e., subway, tram) and commuter rail; trips were estimated individually. 

• Buildings (scope 1) includes emissions from the combustion of fuel oil #2, natural gas, propane, diesel (generators at Cardigan, Pinkham and Highland Center), kerosene and 
wood in AMC operations and activities. 

• Transportation (scope 1) includes emissions from the combustion of diesel (wheel loaders and tractors), gasoline and jet fuel from AMC operations and activities. 

• Transportation includes emissions from AMC’s vehicle fleet, land management, trail maintenance, and trail grooming activities. 

• Does not include emissions from leased assets, such as Pennsylvania Office since it is not managed by AMC. 

• No biofuels were reported to have been used in 2019. 

• MT CO2e includes three primary GHGs: carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide. For 2010 estimates, EPA emission factors from November 2011 were used. For 2019, 
EPA emission factors from March 2018 were used. 

• Car and Taxi estimates assume passenger vehicle travel. 

• 2010 staff business travel emission estimates are based on former AMC staff person, Mark Woodward, milage summaries and apply EPA emission factors. 

• Where energy cost data was missing, we attempted to account for the “true costs” of fuels and electricity on an average annual basis where applicable.  For electricity and 
in cases where public data was limited (wood and jet fuel), we estimated the average annual price of electricity using historical billing data at each location. For fuels, we 
applied average annual domestic or regional prices from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and Energy Information Administration (EIA).  

• Energy costs is defined as fuel-related expenses and does not include the cost of installation, maintenance, or repairs on AMC energy systems. 
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Table 15 AMC's reporting boundary in tonnes CO2e, by facility (including RECs) 

  
Scope 1 - 
buildings 

Scope 1 - 
transporta

tion 

Scope 2 - 
electricity 

Scope 3 - 
staff 

business 
travel 

Gross 
emissions 
(tonnes 
CO2e) 

RECs 

Net 
emissions 
(tonnes 
CO2e) 

Energy 
costs 

WMNF Huts + Tux 52 23 0 0 75 0 75 $ 18,375 

Fleet 0 150 0 0 150 0 150 $ 43,504 

Staff business travel 0 0 0 123 123 0 123 $ 174,178 

Highland Center 338 0 89 0 427 -89 337 $ 128,357 

Pinkham Notch 130 0 68 0 198 -68 130 $ 77,275 

City Square 67 0 141 0 207 0 207 $ 111,434 

Maine Woods 41 97 4 0 142 0 142 $ 40,439 

Medawisla 88 13 0 0 101 0 101 $ 36,482 

Mohican Center 37 4 26 0 67 0 67 $ 29,709 

Gorman Chairback 65 9 0 0 75 0 75 $ 28,209 

Little Lyford 44 4 0 0 49 0 49 $ 17,411 

Cardigan 26 0 10 0 36 0 36 $ 13,173 

Harriman 8 3 3 0 15 0 15 $ 13,122 

Noble View 18 5 4 0 27 0 27 $ 7,938 

Spice Street 12 0 4 0 16 0 16 $ 6,757 

TOTAL 927 309 350 123 1708 -157 1,552 $746,364 

 
Notes 

• Totals reflect decimal values, not whole numbers listed in the chart above. 

• Maine Woods includes emissions from trails, Operations Center, MWI Office and other miscellaneous sources. 

• Camp Dodge was not included because facility was shut down due to renovations. 

• Noble View emissions for first half of the year are missing. 

• Mid-Atlantic PA programs office is not included because we have no control of building management or energy systems. 

• Cardigan Lodge includes minimal emissions from High Cabin wood heat. 

 
Table 16 AMC complete source of GHG emissions analysis (scopes 1-3) in 2019 

AMC's complete scope of emissions 
Emissions 
(tonnes CO2e) 

% of total 
footprint (includes 
reporting 
boundary) 

 

Scope 1 buildings 927 8%  
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Scope 1 transportation 309 3%  

Scope 2 electricity 193 2%  

Scope 3 staff business travel 123 1%  

Other scope 3 emissions 9,854 86%  

TOTAL  11,406 100%  

Other scope 3 emissions 
Emissions 
(tonnes CO2e) 

% of total 
footprint (includes 
reporting 
boundary) 

% of total other 
scope 3 (not 
including reporting 
boundary) 

Leased office space 8 0% 0% 

Commuting 390 3% 4% 

Waste 157 1% 2% 

Food supply 1,218 11% 12% 

Books & published materials 342 3% 3% 

Other goods and services 3,041 27% 31% 

Fuel- and energy- related activities 393 3% 4% 

Guest travel to AMC staff-managed facilities 3,302 29% 34% 

Long-distance organized group trips 1,003 9% 10% 

TOTAL 9,854  86%  100% 

 
Table 17 2019 Scope 2 market-based adjustment (includes grid-connected locations at staff-managed facilities) 

Market-based activity data (per reporting 
period) 

Emission factors Calculated emissions 

Facility  Total energy 
consumption 

(kwh) 

Contractual 
instrument 

type 

Meets Scope 
2 Quality 
Criteria 

CO2 emission 
rate 

(lb./kwh) 

CH4 emission 
rate 

(lb./kwh) 

N2O emission 
rate 

(lb./kwh) 

GHG 
emission 

factor source 

CO2e (mt) 

Pinkham, 
Highland 

Center & Hut 
packhouses 

(NH) 

613,835 100 percent 
unbundled 

energy 
contract with 

supplier 
Constellation 

Energy 

Yes 0.558 0.00009 0.000012 EPA 2018 157.04 

Total scope 2 emissions adjustment for market-based method 157.04 

 
Notes 

▪ AMC cannot claim credit for solar production at Cardigan Lodge (group net metered with Three Mile Island) because Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) are 
owned/sold by the owner of the array, IGS Solar. 
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▪ Noble View was not included since we do not have usage data in 2019 since it was a volunteer-managed facility. 
 

Reporting boundary emissions - Emissions intensity, by building size 
 
Table 24 AMC emissions intensity and cost, by building size (2019) – in order of most to least efficient 

  Absolute emissions Emissions intensity Cost 

Facility Scope 1 
buildings 

Scope 2 
electricity 

RECs Net 
building + 
electric 
emissions 

Combined 
gross 
square 
feet (SF) 

Emission 
intensity 
(tonne 
CO2e/1,000 
SF) 

Total energy 
costs 

Cost to emit 
($/tonne CO2e 

Highland Center 338 89 -89 338 53,531 6.3 $128,357  $380  

Mohican 37 26 0 63 10,383 6.1 $28,602  $454  

MWI Operations Center (MOES) 17 3 0 20 3,700 5.4 $7,258  $363  

Little Lyford 44 0 0 44 8,322 5.3 $16,094  $366  

Gorman Chairback 65 0 0 65 12,854 5.1 $25,661  $395  

Cardigan Lodge + High Cabin 26 10 0 36 7,167 5.0 $13,173  $366  

City Square 67 141 0 208 44,000 4.7 $111,434  $536  

Medawisla 88 0 0 88 18,976 4.6 $32,643  $371  

Spice Street (Youth Opportunities Program) 12 4 0 16 3,500 4.6 $6,757  $422  

Pinkham Notch 130 68 -68 130 49,595 2.6 $77,275  $594  

WMNF Huts and Tux 52 0 0 52 22,178 2.3 $13,576  $261  

Harriman 8 3 0 11 8,343 1.3 $12,044  $1,095  

TOTAL 884 344 -157 1071   242,549  4.4 472874 $442  

 
Notes 

• Total “emissions intensity” and “cost to emit” figures are averages. 

• Gross Square Feet is the total area of enclosed space measured to the exterior walls of a building. It includes everything in a facility, even unusable spaces, then aggregated 
across multiple buildings at each facility to estimate “Combined Gross Square Feet.”  

• Analysis includes emissions from building fuels and electricity. Transportation (vehicle fleet and staff business travel) and scope 3 sources were not included. 

• Includes all building on campus that receive space and/or water heating and cooling such as lodges, huts, programs buildings, offices, etc. Packhouses are included in 
WMNF Huts. 

• Electricity emissions were adjusted to account for market-based transactions. 

• Cardigan Lodge includes a small number of emissions from the High Cabin wood stove. 

• Camp Dodge was not included because the facility was undergoing renovations in 2019. 

• Mid-Atlantic office in Pennsylvania was not included since utilities are included in our rent and we, therefore, do not have an accurate emissions figure. Further, we have no 
control over building management or energy systems efficiency. 

• Moose Point cabin emits approximately 1 tonne of CO2e per year (wood heat) and is bucketed under Gorman Chairback. 

• WMNF includes cost to transport fuel during off-season. 

• MWI Office was not included because AMC relocated from 15 Moosehead Lake Road (which we rented) to 127 Moosehead Lake Road on June 1, 2020. 
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• Noble View was removed from the analysis since we do not have emissions data for the entire year. 
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Operational emissions per guest  
 
AMC assessed annual emissions from building fuels and electricity at each facility to understand 
emissions intensity per guest. Guest “bed nights” are the number of reserved nights per guest at each 
facility.  
 
The chart below ranks facilities in order of greatest to least emitting facilities based on guest “bed 
nights.” The far-right column shows that MWI facilities are AMC’s least efficient energy users in terms of 
guest capacity. In 2019, Little Lyford, Gorman Chairback and Medawisla emitted a combined total of 224 
tonnes of greenhouse gases from diesel, oil, gasoline, and propane. These fuels are mostly used to run a 
commercial-size kitchen, provide space and water heating for guests, and run the backup generator at 
each facility. By comparison, AMC’s Corman-Betsy Harriman Outdoor Center located in Harriman State 
Park, New York emitted about 93 percent less greenhouse gases and hosted approximately 10 percent 
more guests than all MWI facilities combined. 
 
Table 25 AMC buildings emissions (including electricity) per bed night, by facility 2019 

Facility Total annual bed 
nights in 2019 

Emissions  
(tCO2e) 

Emissions per bed 
night  
(tCO2e) 

Gorman Chairback 2,874 65 0.023 

Medawisla 4,260 88 0.021 

Little Lyford 2,538 44 0.017 

Highland Center 20,312 338 0.017 

Pinkham 14,303 130 0.009 

Mohican 9,346 63 0.007 

Cardigan 8,925 36 0.004 

WMNF Huts + Tux 45,838 52 0.001 

Harriman 10,635 11 0.001 

Total 119,031 827 0.007 (average) 

 
Notes 

• Bed night data comes from AMC's reservation database and only includes staff managed facilities (White Mountain 
National Forest Huts, Pinkham, Cardigan, Mohican, Highland Center, Harriman, Medawisla, Little Lyford and Gorman 
Chairback) 

• Noble View dataset is incomplete and therefore, not included, switched from volunteer to staff management in June 2019. 

• Moose Point Cabin bed nights are included in Little Lyford. 

• Camp Dodge had metric issues between 2005-2011 and was closed for renovations in 2019. 

• Bed night metrics are based on actual data. 

• Offices where bed nights do not apply include City Square, the MWI office and Operations Center (MOES) 

• White Mountain National Forest Huts (“Huts and Tux”) includes propane and jet fuel used to fly fuel and supplies to huts. 

• Pinkham does not include gasoline emissions from transportation. Building fuels only. 

• Camp Dodge includes electricity only. 

• Highland Center and Pinkham electricity emissions were removed due to renewable contract with Constellation Energy in 
2019. 

 

Other Scope 3 – Scope 3 Evaluator tool 
 

Methods 
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The GHG Protocol and Quantis developed the Scope 3 Evaluator - a free, web-based tool that allows 
users to make an initial, rough approximation of their full Scope 3 footprint, regardless of the size or 
type of organization. Built on the Quantis SUITE 2.0 software and using the GHG Protocol Scope 3 
Accounting and Reporting Standard, the tool provides a simple though complete Scope 3 footprint, 
which can be used to prioritize action areas, report emissions, and measure a more accurate footprint in 
the future. 
 
The tool asks a series of questions about our organizational structure and various activities, such as 
purchase of goods and services, use of fuels, transportation of materials, and more. Inputs are linked to 
a combination of economic input-output and process life cycle inventory data to provide a simple 
though complete scope 3 inventory which can then be used as an initial basis for identifying action 
areas, initial reporting, or disclosure of their inventory, and for informing their future efforts to produce 
a more accurate inventory of emissions. 
 
The Scope 3 Evaluator’s complete methodology can be found in the GHG Protocol’s “Technical Guidance 
for Assessing Scope 3 Emissions“ and website.  
 
The following assumptions for the reporting year Jan2019-Dec2019 were made to estimate AMC’s Other 
Scope 3 emissions: 
 

• Total number of employees = between 251 and 1,000 

• Industry type = hotel and restaurants 

• A total waste removal expense amount of $86,301 was used to estimate Scope 3 emissions from 
waste at AMC-managed facilities – this does not include VCCs (grease, paper shredding, 
recycling, septic, trash). 

• AMC’s Mid-Atlantic office in Pennsylvania is leased by the City of Bethlehem and therefore 
considered “leased” property. AMC does not manage energy systems and we share the space 
with other tenants e.g., external events are help upstairs. Estimate assume 706 square feet of 
building area. 

 
Financial information from AMC’s “Consolidated Financial Statements, Years Ended December 31,2019 
and 2018” was entered into the Scope 3 Evaluator to estimate Scope 3 emissions from purchased goods 
and services (Figure 1). 

https://ghgprotocol.org/node/594/
https://ghgprotocol.org/scope-3-technical-calculation-guidance
https://ghgprotocol.org/scope-3-technical-calculation-guidance
https://quantis-suite.com/Scope-3-Evaluator/
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Figure 1 AMC purchased goods and services in 2019 

 
 
Results from the Quantis Scope 3 Evaluator assessment (Figure 2) were added to a more complete 
spectrum of AMC’s other Scope 3 emissions such as guest travel, Adventure Travel and staff commuting 
(see following Scope 3 Sections below). AMC’s 2019 reporting boundary emissions were calculated 
separately. 
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Figure 2 Scope 3 breakdown using Quantis tool 2019 

 
 

Other Scope 3 – Guest travel to AMC facilities 
 

Methods. Students with the University of Massachusetts Amherst and the “Data Science 4 a Common 
Good” program developed a software prototype to estimate GHG emissions from AMC guest 
reservation records using 4 emissions models based on group size and type. Results were generated for 
years 2013-2019 as CSV files for analysis in Excel. Distances were computed from point of origin zip 
codes. Driving was assumed for trips <600 miles away from the reservation facility and air travel was 
assumed for trips >600 miles from reservation facilities.  
 
The GHG50 scenario was selected from the 4 emissions models: 
 

1. GHG30: Simple, moderately conservative 
# vehicles = group size divided by 2.5 (fractional vehicles allowed) 
Per-vehicle mile emission factor represents 70% passenger car, 30% light duty truck 

2. ***GHG50: Simple, most conservative 
# vehicles = group size divided by 2.5 (fractional vehicles allowed) 
Per-vehicle mile emission factor represents 50% passenger car, 50% light duty truck 

3. Bus: Modified GHG30, assumes school buses used for large groups 
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For group sizes >= 20, # school buses = group size divided by 20 (fractional vehicles allowed) 
4. Grp: Modified GHG30, assumes school buses only for YOP, MTNCLASS 

# school buses = group size / 50 
 

Emission results. 
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Other Scope 3 – Adventure Travel 
 
AMC conducted a study to understand emissions coming from Adventure Travel. This list in Table 
represents the current slate of offerings and actual trips will depend on how many people sign-up. 
Air milage was estimated using WebFlyer milage calculator and assumes that all participants fly out of 
Boston airport. 
 
Notes on assumptions 

• Emissions were estimated using EPA April 2021 Emission Factors, Scope 3 Category 6 & 7 (Business travel/commuting).  

• Adventure travel typically leads 45 trips per year, on average 

• Carbon dioxide equivalent, or CO2e, includes CO2, CH4 and N2O under a 100-year timescale. 

• This is a conservative estimate. Average scenario assumes high end estimate (or “long haul” EPA emissions factor, over 
2,300 miles) of 162.5348 grams of CO2e/passenger-mile 

• Trip sizes range between 8-16 travelers per trip, this estimate assumes 16 travelers to account for volunteers leading the 
trip. 

• This analysis does not include emissions from food, additional transportation during the trip, or any other activities. 
 
Table 18 EPA Global warming potential (GWP) emission factors 

Gas 100-Year GWP (IPCC AR4) 

CH4                                                   25  

N2O                                                 298  

 
Table 19 EPA April 2021 Emission Factors, Scope 3 Category 6 & 7 (Business Travel & Commuting) 

Vehicle Type 
CO2 Factor  
(kg / unit) 

CH4 Factor  
(g / unit) 

N2O Factor  
(g / unit) 

Units 
CO2e Factor 
(g/unit) 

CO2e Factor 
(tonne/unit) 

Air Travel - Long Haul (>= 
2300 miles)  

                                             
0.161  

        0.0006  
                                                                    
0.0051  

passenger-
mile 

                                                             
162.53  

  0.00016  

 
Table 20 AMC 2022 approved trips 

Trip Name Milage from Boston (round trip) miles Assumed city destination 

Austria XC ski/ Vienna 8,080 Vienna 

India 14,420 Jaipur 

Patagonia II 10,740 Buenos Aires 

Patagonia 10,740 Buenos Aires 

Ethiopia 13,560 Addis Ababa 

New Zealand 18,000 Auckland 

Italian Alps 7,680 Bergamo 

Oman 13,700 Seeb 

New Zealand 18,000 Auckland 

Alaska 6,740 Anchorage 

Australia 21,000 Melbourne 

New Zealand 18,000 Auckland 

Norway 6,960 Oslo 

Spain Morocco 6,880 Tangier 

Death Valley 4,740 Las Vegas 

Amsterdam, Bruges, Paris 6,900 Amsterdam 

Holland Bike 6,900 Amsterdam 

Azores 6,360 Lisbon 

Greece 9,460 Athens 

Ireland 5,960 Dublin 
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Germany Hiking 7,680 Munich 

Spain 6,800 Madrid 

Cotswold 6,360 Birmingham 

Peru 7,540 Lima 

Scandinavia 7,460 Stockholm 

Germany 7,680 Munich 

Azores 6,360 Lisbon 

Hawaii 10,060 Maui 

Luxembourg 7,140 Luxembourg 

Sardinia 8,060 Cagliari 

Alaska 6,740 Anchorage 

Austria 8,080 Vienna 

Switzerland 7,460 Zurich 

Pyrenees 6,920 Uzein 

Slovenia 8,040 Ljubljana 

France Ecrins 7,440 Marseille 

South Tyrol Italy 7,760 Bolzano 

Munich to Venice 7,920 Venice 

Vienna to Budapest 8,080 Vienna 

United Kingdom 6,360 Birmingham 

Alaska 6,740 Anchorage 

Liechtenstein 7,460 Zurich 

Switzerland 7,460 Zurich 

Tour du Mont Blanc 7,340 Geneva 

San Juan Bike 4,740 San Juan, CR 

Tuscany 7,860 Pisa 

Nepal 14,720 Kathmandu 

Australia 21,000 Melbourne 

Azores 6,360 Lisbon 

New Zealand 18,000 Auckland 

USVI 3,400 St. Thomas 

Sedona/Grand Canyon 4,480 Sedona 

USVI II 3,400 St. Thomas 

Newfoundland 1916 St. John's 

Canadian Rockies Family 4,340 Cranbrook, BC 

Canadian Rockies 4,340 Cranbrook, BC 

Glacier 4,220 Kalispell 

Sedona 4,480 Sedona 

AVERAGE 8,569 
 

 
Calculation: 8,569 passenger-miles X 0.0001625348 tonnes of CO2e per passenger-mile X 45 trips on 
average per year X 16 travelers on average per trip (includes volunteer leads) = 1,002.82 tonnes CO2e 
annually from Adventure Travel  
 
 

Other Scope 3 – AMC staff commute 
 
Methods. A short, nine-question survey link was distributed in an all-staff email (to: 
All_AMC@outdoors.org) on May 4, 2021. Microsoft Forms was used to estimate emissions from 
parttime and fulltime AMC staff members’ commute into the workplace. Seasonal staff were removed 

mailto:All_AMC@outdoors.org
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from the study since they mostly live onsite. During the time of this study, AMC employed a total of 157 
fulltime and parttime staff. A total of 111 fulltime and parttime staff responded to the survey giving a 
response rate of 70.7 percent. 
 
Statistical findings.  

• There are no staff who frequently carpool into work with other employees, 12 percent reported 
occasionally carpooling, and 88 percent reported that they never carpool into work.  

• 39 percent of staff reported traveling to work by personal car, 8 percent walk or bike, 21 
percent use a personal truck, SUV, or van, 15 percent use public transportation, 4 percent drive 
a hybrid, or an all-electric vehicle and 13 percent reported some other form of transportation. 

• 62 percent of employees travel into work 5 days per week, 21 percent travel into work 4 days 
per week and 17 percent travel into work somewhere between 0-3 days per week.  

 
Survey description and questionnaire 

As part of AMC’s net zero initiative and ongoing effort to estimate emissions from staff travel, we ask 
that you fill out this 5-minute survey. The purpose is to assess commuting habits prior to the pandemic 
and how they might have changed after the restrictions were imposed. Data collected from this survey 
will inform AMC’s operational carbon accounting tool for future analysis. This is an anonymous study. 
It includes staff who are full-time, part-time, and seasonal employees. Staff who were not employed by 
AMC prior to March 2020 do not need to fill out the survey. 
 
* Required 
* This form will record your name, please fill your name. 
 

1. What is your employment status? * 

• Full-time 

• Part-time 

• Seasonal 
 

2. What department do you work in? * 
 

3. What is your primary work location? (Enter “home” if you do not have an assigned AMC 
office.) * 
 

4. What is the distance (in miles) from home to your primary work location? * 
 

5. Prior to pandemic restrictions, how many days a week on average did you travel to your 
primary work location? * 

➢ None (work from home office) 
➢ 1 or fewer days 
➢ 2 days 
➢ 3 days 
➢ 4 days 
➢ 5 days 

 
6. Since the pandemic restrictions started, how many days a week on average have you 

worked from home? * 
➢ None 
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➢ 1 or fewer days 
➢ 2 days 
➢ 3 days 
➢ 4 days 
➢ 5 days 

 
7. When you do travel to your primary work location, how do you usually get to work? * 
➢ Walk or bike 
➢ Public transportation 
➢ Personal vehicle (yours or somebody else's) - CAR 
➢ Personal vehicle (yours or somebody else's) - TRUCK, SUV or VAN 
➢ Personal vehicle (yours or somebody else's) - HYBRID or ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
➢ Other 

 
8. If you primarily get to work by personal vehicle, how often do you carpool with other 

employees? * 
➢ Frequently 
➢ Occasionally 
➢ Never 

 
9. Once pandemic restrictions are lifted, how many days a week on average do you expect 

to travel to your primary work location? * 
➢ None 
➢ 1 or fewer days 
➢ 2 days 
➢ 3 days 
➢ 4 days 
➢ 5 days 
➢ Unsure 

 
Emissions analysis. Emissions were estimated using EPA April 2021 Emissions Factors. 
 
Table 21 EPA emission factors, Scope 3 Category 7: employee commuting 

Vehicle Type CO2 Factor  
(kg / unit) 

CH4 Factor  
(g / unit) 

N2O Factor  
(g / unit) 

Units CO2e Factor 
conversion 

(g/unit) 

Passenger Car 0.341 0.009 0.008 vehicle-mile 343.6090 

Light-Duty Truck 0.464 0.012 0.010 vehicle-mile 467.2800 

Commuter Rail 0.143 0.0119 0.0029 passenger-
mile 

144.1617 

Transit Rail (i.e., Subway, 
Tram) 

0.106 0.0095 0.0013 passenger-
mile 

106.6249 

Bus 0.054 0.0206 0.0009 passenger-
mile 

54.7832 

Public transportation 0.0930 0.0123 0.0012 passenger-
mile 

93.6645 

Note: Public transportation was calculated using a blend of transit rail and bus (75 percent transit rail and 25 
percent bus). 
 
Table 22 AMC staff commuter emissions analysis 
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ID 

Round 
trip 
distance 
(in miles) 

Primary work location 
Travel # 
days/year 

Transport mode 
Emissions estimate 
(tonnes CO2e) 

1 0 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

2 32.6 Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     2.91  

3 16 City Square 260 Public transportation                     0.34  

4 36 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.22  

5 34 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.04  

6 46 Highland Center 260 Light-duty truck                     5.59  

7 0 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

8 5 City Square 208 Public transportation                     0.08  

9 0 Home 208 Work from home                         -    

11 50 Pinkham Notch 156 Light-duty truck                     3.64  

12 80 Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     7.15  

13 42 Pinkham Notch 52 Light-duty truck                     1.02  

14 60 City Square 104 Public transportation                     0.50  

15 43.6 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.90  

16 12 City Square 260 Light-duty truck                     1.46  

17 30 City Square 208 Public transportation                     0.50  

18 50 Pinkham Notch 208 Passenger car                     3.57  

19 10 City Square 260 Public transportation                     0.21  

20 36 City Square 208 Public transportation                     0.60  

21 90 Bethlehem, PA Office 260 Light-duty truck                   10.93  

22 11.6 City Square 208 Public transportation                     0.19  

23 24 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     2.14  

24 44 Harriman Outdoor Center 260 Passenger car                     3.93  

25 90 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     8.04  

26 8 City Square 208 Passenger car                     0.57  

27 56 Spice Street 260 Passenger car                     5.00  

28 6 City Square 260 Walk or bike                         -    

29 90 City Square 260 Commuter rail                     3.37  

30 38 Highland Center 156 Passenger car                     2.04  

31 37 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.31  

32 50 Pinkham Notch 208 Passenger car                     3.57  

33 160 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

34 44 City Square 260 Passenger car                     3.93  

35 500 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

36 44 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

37 44 City Square 260 Light-duty truck                     5.35  

38 30 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     2.68  

39 20 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     1.79  

40 40 City Square 208 Public transportation                     0.67  

41 16 Pinkham Notch 208 Light-duty truck                     1.56  

42 16 Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     1.43  

43 52 Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     4.65  

44 0 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

45 0 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

46 18 City Square 260 Commuter rail                     0.67  

47 62 Pinkham/Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     5.54  

48 0 Gorman Chairback Lodge 0 Work from home                         -    
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49 0 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

50 70 Pinkham Notch 208 Passenger car                     5.00  

51 40 City Square 156 Passenger car                     2.14  

52 36 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     4.37  

53 22 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     2.67  

54 40 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     4.86  

55 38.8 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.47  

56 10 City Square 260 Passenger car                     0.89  

58 40 Highland Center 260 Light-duty truck                     4.86  

59 34 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     4.13  

60 40 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.57  

62 38 City Square 260 Light-duty truck                     4.62  

63 24 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     2.14  

64 87 City Square 208 Commuter rail                     2.61  

65 40 Greenville Office 208 Light-duty truck                     3.89  

66 72 Highland Center 260 Light-duty truck                     8.75  

67 30 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     2.68  

68 102 City Square 260 Passenger car                     9.11  

69 43.6 Highland Center 208 Light-duty truck                     4.24  

70 2 City Square 208 Public transportation                     0.03  

71 2 Spice Street 260 Walk or bike                         -    

72 38 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     4.62  

73 37.6 Pinkham/Home 260 Light-duty truck                     4.57  

74 15.6 City square 260 Public transportation                     0.33  

75 32 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     2.86  

76 17 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     1.52  

77 34 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     4.13  

78 6 City square 260 Passenger car                     0.54  

79 8 City square 208 Walk or bike                         -    

80 26 Pinkham/Home 260 Passenger car                     2.32  

81 35.4 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.16  

82 1 Mohican 260 Walk or bike                         -    

83 12 Mohican 260 Light-duty truck                     1.46  

84 22.8 
Pinkham Notch/Camp 
Dodge 

208 Passenger car                     1.63  

85 18 Spice Street 156 Passenger car                     0.96  

86 24 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     2.92  

87 52 City square 260 Public transportation                     1.09  

88 12 City square 208 Public transportation                     0.20  

89 44 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.93  

90 8 City square 260 Public transportation                     0.17  

91 50 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     4.47  

92 10 City square 260 Walk or bike                         -    

93 36 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     4.37  

94 30 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     2.68  

95 188 Pinkham Notch 0 Work from home                         -    

96 30 City Square 208 Public transportation                     0.50  

98 30 
Pinkham Notch/Camp 
Dodge 

260 Light-duty truck                     3.64  

99 34 Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     3.04  
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10
0 

6 City square 208 Public transportation                     0.10  

10
1 

80 City square 104 Public transportation                     0.67  

10
2 

34 Pinkham Notch 260 Light-duty truck                     4.13  

10
3 

0 Cardigan Lodge 0 Walk or bike                         -    

10
4 

110 City square 208 Passenger car                     7.86  

10
5 

9 City square 260 Passenger car                     0.80  

10
6 

18 City square 260 Walk or bike                         -    

10
7 

20 Pinkham Notch 208 Passenger car                     1.43  

10
8 

48 Highland Center 156 Passenger car                     2.57  

10
9 

80 City Square  156 Public transportation                     1.01  

11
0 

80 Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     7.15  

11
1 

34 
Pinkham Notch/Camp 
Dodge 

208 Passenger car                     2.43  

11
2 

0 Home 208 Walk or bike                         -    

11
3 

0 Home 0 Work from home                         -    

11
4 

34 Pinkham Notch 260 Passenger car                     3.04  

11
5 

68.4 Highland Center 260 Passenger car                     6.11  

              TOTAL                   275.56  

 
Table 23 AMC average commuter emissions rate per staff, by location  

Average annual emissions per 
staff member 

Pinkham Notch                             3.28  

City Square                             1.46  

Other                             2.55  

Total (All AMC staff)                             2.48  

 

 
Calculation: 275.56 total survey response emissions (tonnes CO2e) + (2.48 average annual tonnes of 
CO2e /staff person on average X 46 missing staff respondents) = 389.64 tonnes of CO2e emissions from 
staff commuting to and from work in 2019 
 

D. Resource guide 
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Organizations and Initiatives 
 

• Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): https://www.ipcc.ch/  
• United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC): https://unfccc.int/  
• GHG Protocol: www.ghgprotocol.org  
• The (Higher Ed) Climate Leadership Network: https://secondnature.org/climate-action-

guidance/network/  
• The Race to Zero: https://racetozero.unfccc.int/     
• We Mean Business Coalition: https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/about/  
• CERES: https://www.ceres.org/networks/ceres-policy-network/join  
• ICLEI: https://icleiusa.org/about/who-we-are/  
• Association of Climate Change Officers: https://climateofficers.org/  

 

GHG accounting and reporting tools 
 
EPA tool 
https://www.epa.gov/statelocalenergy/forms/download-local-greenhouse-gas-inventory-tool-and-sign-
updates 

• Local Greenhouse Gas Inventory Tool 
• Excel-based 

  
EPA ENERGYSTAR Portfolio Manager 
EPA's ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager 

• Free online tool used to track building energy consumption, water consumption, and associated 
GHG emissions 

• Portfolio Manager is used at City Square in compliance with Boston policy 
 
ArcSkoru 
https://arcskoru.com/arc-all 

• Measures and score operational performance in buildings 
 
Sales Force - Net Zero Cloud 
https://www.salesforce.com/products/net-zero-cloud 

• Automatically estimates GHG emissions (scope 1-3) based on utility data that may be located in 
AMC’s Sales Force platform 

• Sales Force is used by AMC 
 
SoFi 
http://ghgaccounting.ca/tag/sofi/ 

• Certified by both CDP and GRI and used by many large corporations 

• Allows users to manage, track, report, analyze, and forecast across all of our sustainability 
criteria in one comprehensive system 

 
SIMAP 
www.unhsimap.org 

• Online platform for calculating campus carbon and nitrogen footprints 
• Can import energy use data into Excel spreadsheets 

https://www.ipcc.ch/
https://unfccc.int/
http://www.ghgprotocol.org/
https://secondnature.org/climate-action-guidance/network/
https://secondnature.org/climate-action-guidance/network/
https://racetozero.unfccc.int/
https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/about/
https://www.ceres.org/networks/ceres-policy-network/join
https://icleiusa.org/about/who-we-are/
https://climateofficers.org/
https://www.epa.gov/statelocalenergy/forms/download-local-greenhouse-gas-inventory-tool-and-sign-updates
https://www.epa.gov/statelocalenergy/forms/download-local-greenhouse-gas-inventory-tool-and-sign-updates
https://portfoliomanager.energystar.gov/pm/login.html
https://arcskoru.com/arc-all
https://www.salesforce.com/products/net-zero-cloud
http://ghgaccounting.ca/tag/sofi/
http://www.unhsimap.org/
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• Costs roughly $400 per year and nonprofits may be eligible for free access 
  
The Climate Registry 
 https://www.theclimateregistry.org/ 

• General Reporting Protocol, General Verification Protocol, Sector Specific Reporting Protocols, 
Default Emission Factors, or Members-only Reporting Toolkit 

• Help organizations measure, report, and reduce their carbon footprints 
  
GHG Protocol tools 
https://ghgprotocol.org/calculation-tools 

• GHG Protocol tools enable companies and cities to develop comprehensive and reliable 
inventories of their GHG emissions, and help countries and cities track progress toward their 
climate goals. 

• New cross-sector tool (Excel-based, beta) 
• Country-specific tools 
• Sector-specific tools 
• Tools for countries and cities 
• Quantis Scope 3 Evaluator Tool 

  
WRI Cool Foods Calculator 
https://www.wri.org/research/tracking-progress-toward-cool-food-pledge   

• The WRI Cool Food program is a global initiative that helps food providers sell meals with 
smaller climate footprints.  

• The Cool Food Calculator can be used to estimate a set of five metrics to establish baselines and 
track progress toward emissions reduction targets, including food purchases by food type, food-
related GHG emissions from agricultural supply chains, food-related land use, food-related 
carbon opportunity costs, and normalized metrics (e.g., GHG emissions per calorie or per meal). 

  
CDP 
https://www.cdp.net/en 

• CDP runs the global disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, states and regions to 
manage their environmental impacts. 

• CDP supports organizations, etc. to measure and manage risks and opportunities on climate 
change, water security, and deforestation 

• Scores companies and cities based on their disclosure 
  
ClearPath (ICLEI) 
https://icleiusa.org/clearpath/ 

• At the community-wide or government-operations scales. 
• Online software platform for completing greenhouse gas inventories, forecasts, climate action 

plans, and monitoring 
  
CIRIS (City Inventory Reporting and Information System) 
https://resourcecentre.c40.org/resources/reporting-ghg-emissions-inventories 

• Excel-based tool 
• For managing and reporting city GHG inventory data 
• Based on the Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories (GPC) 

standard 

https://www.theclimateregistry.org/
https://ghgprotocol.org/calculation-tools
https://www.wri.org/research/tracking-progress-toward-cool-food-pledge
https://www.cdp.net/en
https://icleiusa.org/clearpath/
https://resourcecentre.c40.org/resources/reporting-ghg-emissions-inventories
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GRITS 
https://www.gogrits.org/  

• Online platform 
• For planning, tracking and sharing energy, financial and carbon project data 
• For communities, agencies, campuses and businesses (and Climate Commitment Signatories and 

SIMAP users can access for free, and share data between platforms) 
 

Net zero energy buildings 
 

• ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers) is a 
leader in supporting Net Zero; they publish a journal focusing on High Performance Buildings 
entitled HPB Magazine:  http://www.hpbmagazine.org/Energy-Mechanical-
Systems/?previewmode=on    

 

• EERE (U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy) is a good resource for Net Zero 
buildings in general: https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/zero-energy-buildings  

 

• WGBC (World Green Building Council) is a group of seventy nations, each with organizations 
supporting green energy practice: https://www.worldgbc.org/advancing-net-zero/what-net-
zero 

 

• IFLI (International Future Living Institute) is a community of people creating greener buildings 
and healthier workspaces. IFLI is well known for creating the Living Building Challenge and Zero 
Energy certificate: https://living-future.org/lbc/ 

 

• Net zero building certification review by the Getting to Zero Forum, an annual event dedicated 
to sharing information that inspires government officials and building industry experts about 
zero energy and zero carbon buildings: https://gettingtozeroforum.org/a-review-of-the-current-
net-zero-energy-and-net-zero-carbon-certification-programs/  

 

Food supply & waste 
 
Actions to encourage plant-based eating: 

• Add carbon labels to each dish to educate guests about the impact of different foods and nudge 
them toward choosing the lower-carbon options.  

• Frame plant-based meal options as “low carbon” or “environmentally friendly” rather than 
“veggie.” 

• Describe plant-based meals with eating stimulation words such as “savory,” “creamy,” 
“crunchy,” “warming,” “tasty,” “energizing,” and “delicious,” among others.  

• Provide professional development in the form of chef training on sustainable menu creations. 

• Engage the broader AMC community for suggestions on plant-based dishes. 

• Serving “lighter” meats (such as chicken or seafood) instead of red meats (especially beef, lamb, 
and goat) which have a greater impact on the environment. 

• Develop and deliver educational presentations before, during or after dinner on the 
environmental and human health benefits of eating plant-based whole foods. 

 

https://www.gogrits.org/
http://www.hpbmagazine.org/Energy-Mechanical-Systems/?previewmode=on
http://www.hpbmagazine.org/Energy-Mechanical-Systems/?previewmode=on
https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/zero-energy-buildings
https://www.worldgbc.org/advancing-net-zero/what-net-zero
https://www.worldgbc.org/advancing-net-zero/what-net-zero
https://living-future.org/lbc/
https://gettingtozeroforum.org/a-review-of-the-current-net-zero-energy-and-net-zero-carbon-certification-programs/
https://gettingtozeroforum.org/a-review-of-the-current-net-zero-energy-and-net-zero-carbon-certification-programs/
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Other food resources: 

• The World Resource Institute and the University of Glasgow found that language and framing is 
an effective tactic in altering human behavior.  

o Source: Papies, E.K., Johannes, N., Daneva, T., Semyte, G., & Kauhanen, L.-L. (2020) 
Using consumption and reward simulations to increase the appeal of plant-based foods. 
Appetite, 155, 104812. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.appet.2020.104812  

• Other examples of behavior change interventions can be found in the Cool Food Play book 
developed by World Research Institute’s Better Buying Lab. This playbook outlines the top 23 
“behavior change” strategies drawing on cutting edge academic research into how people 
choose food, as well as insights from experts in the food service industry about what works and 
what does not.  

• Food managers and chefs at AMC facilities may consider lessons from the Cool Food Play book 
that was developed by World Research Institute’s Better Buying Lab. This playbook outlines the 
top 23 “behavior change” strategies drawing on cutting edge academic research into how 
people choose food, as well as insights from experts in the food service industry about what 
works and what does not. Accessible here: Playbook for Guiding Diners Toward Plant-Rich 
Dishes in Food Service | World Resources Institute (wri.org) 

 
Resources that can be used to develop a more robust understanding of waste at AMC facilities: 
 

• ReFED's impact calculator and Insights Engine can be used to estimate emissions from food 
waste  

• Explore membership and resources from the Sustainable Packaging coalition here.  

• Review the University of Maine’s Community Waste Toolkit - a best practices resource on waste 
reduction. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.appet.2020.104812
https://www.wri.org/publication/playbook-guiding-diners-toward-plant-rich-dishes-food-service?downloaded=true
https://www.wri.org/research/playbook-guiding-diners-toward-plant-rich-dishes-food-service?downloaded=true
https://www.wri.org/research/playbook-guiding-diners-toward-plant-rich-dishes-food-service?downloaded=true
https://insights.refed.com/
https://dashboard.sustainablepackaging.org/events/6033be9577eea2773f942b57
https://umaine.edu/mitchellcenter/community-waste-toolkit/
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Funding and technical opportunities: 
 
To reach our climate commitment, there are various opportunities to secure additional resources through partnerships, sponsorships, grants, 
and fundraising efforts. Opportunities include utility, nonprofit and government-funded programs that offer resources in the form of financial 
assistance and technical expertise. There are many more opportunities for consideration and research, not listed here, such as corporate 
partnerships and support from private foundations. For a more exhaustive list of incentives by state, please defer to the DSIRE database.  
 
Table 26 Grants, loans, and sponsorships (rebates) 

State Partner/ sponsor Description Contact information 

Northeast/U.S. US Building a 
Better America 

The Bipartisan Infrastructure Law includes 
billions of dollars in competitive funding 
available to cities, towns, and municipalities 
across dozens of new and existing 
programs. See link for detail on programs. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2022/01/BIL-Factsheet-Local-
Competitive-Funding.pdf  

US Department of 
Energy (US DOE) 

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy (EERE): EERE offers funding opportunities 
to increase the use of renewable energy and 
energy efficiency technologies. If EERE's other 
funding options will not work for a project, 
submit an unsolicited proposal for funding to the 
Department of Energy. 
 
Loan Programs Office (LPO): LPO has more than 
$40 billion in loans and loan guarantees available 
to help deploy large-scale energy infrastructure 
projects in the United States. LPO provides debt 
financing for the commercial deployment of 
large-scale energy projects; however, for 
research, development, and demonstration 
(RD&D) and smaller projects, other offices 
within DOE offer funding and 
financing opportunities.  

See program requirements; potential borrowers are 
encouraged to seek a pre-application consultation to 
discuss eligibility requirements and the application 
process directly with LPO staff. Including a brief 
description of the proposed project in your email is 
helpful. 
 
Innovative Energy Loan Guarantee Program 
lgprogram@hq.doe.gov 

Jeff Bezos Earth 
Fund 

Amazon CEO, Jeff Bezos, created a personal $10 
billion Bezos Earth Fund to reduce climate 
impact on communities around the world. 

Link to Verge article: 
https://www.theverge.com/2020/11/16/21569902/jeff-
bezos-first-recipients-10-billion-climate-change-fund  

https://www.dsireusa.org/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/BIL-Factsheet-Local-Competitive-Funding.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/BIL-Factsheet-Local-Competitive-Funding.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/BIL-Factsheet-Local-Competitive-Funding.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/eere/funding/eere-funding-opportunities
https://cms.doe.gov/eere/funding/find-other-sources-eere-funding#unsolicited
https://www.energy.gov/lpo/loan-programs-office
https://www.energy.gov/energy-economy/funding-financing
https://www.energy.gov/energy-economy/funding-financing
https://www.energy.gov/lpo/products-services
mailto:lgprogram@hq.doe.gov?subject=Pre-Application%20Consultation%20Request
https://www.theverge.com/2020/11/16/21569902/jeff-bezos-first-recipients-10-billion-climate-change-fund
https://www.theverge.com/2020/11/16/21569902/jeff-bezos-first-recipients-10-billion-climate-change-fund
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There’s some evidence that he has been focusing 
on supporting advocacy groups. 

US Department of 
Agriculture 
(USDA)  

The USDA offers several potentially relevant 
grant/loan clean energy programs:  

• Community Wood Energy and Wood 
Innovation Program offers competitive 
grants up to 35% of installed capital cost.   

• Renewable Energy Systems and Energy 
Efficiency Improvement Guaranteed Loan 
and Grant Programs or Rural Energy for 
America Program (REAP) provides financial 
assistance to agricultural producers and 
rural small businesses to purchase, install, 
and construct renewable energy systems, 
make energy efficiency improvements to 
non-residential buildings and facilities, use 
renewable technologies that reduce energy 
consumption, and participate in energy 
audits and renewable energy development 
assistance. 

• High Energy Cost Grants: Assists energy 
providers and other eligible entities in 
lowering energy costs for families and 
individuals in areas with extremely high 
per-household energy costs (275% of the 
national average or higher.) 

Application links can be found in the description. 

Maine Efficiency Maine The Efficiency Maine Trust provides programs to 
improve the efficiency of energy use and reduce 
greenhouse gases in Maine. Relevant programs 
are highlighted below. 
 
Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Prescriptive 
Incentive Program offers businesses and 
manufacturers specific prescriptive measures 
for: 

General phone: 866-376-2463 
 
Emily Cushman, Program Manager (207) 213-4160 
Emily.cushman@efficiencymaine.com  

https://www.fs.usda.gov/naspf/wood-innovations-home/2021-community-wood-energy-and-wood-innovation-grant-program-request-proposals
https://www.fs.usda.gov/naspf/wood-innovations-home/2021-community-wood-energy-and-wood-innovation-grant-program-request-proposals
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-energy-america-program-renewable-energy-systems-energy-efficiency/me
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-energy-america-program-renewable-energy-systems-energy-efficiency/me
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-energy-america-program-renewable-energy-systems-energy-efficiency/me
https://www.dm.usda.gov/smallbus/programs.htm
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/high-energy-cost-grants
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/ci-prescriptive-incentive-program/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/ci-prescriptive-incentive-program/
mailto:Emily.cushman@efficiencymaine.com
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• Heating Systems: high-efficiency boilers, 
variable refrigerant flow systems, high-
performance heat pumps, circulator pumps, 
and programmable thermostats. 

• Lighting Solutions: replacing interior and 
exterior lighting and controls, and discounts 
on LEDs. 

• Cooling Solutions: heat pumps and 
refrigerant flow systems. 

Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Custom 
Program offers free scoping audits for those 
eligible to develop a qualified project. It 
leverages private investment for projects costing 
between $10,000 - $1 million or up to 50% of 
project costs. Technical assistance for:  

• Distributed Energy Systems, which are 
systems behind the meter that reduce the 
consumption of grid-supplied electricity. 
These projects can include reciprocating 
engines, steam turbines, and anaerobic 
digesters. 

• Thermal projects that reduce heating fuels 
consumption may include pipe insulation, 
heat recovery, condensate recovery, 
process steam reduction, HVAC controls 
and optimizations, heat exchangers, and 
recover boilers. 

• Electrical projects that reduce electrical 
consumption and can include projects like 
compressed air systems and components, 
heat recovery, variable frequency drives, 
HVAC controls and optimization, chillers 
and refrigeration upgrades. 

New 
Hampshire 

NH Community 
Development 

CDFA has resources committed to supporting 
applicants in evaluating energy efficiency and 
renewable energy opportunities to help inform a 

Director of Clean Energy Finance, Scott Maslansky 
smaslansky@nhcdfa.org 
 

https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/heating-solutions/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/lighting-solutions/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/cooling-solutions/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/commercial-industrial-custom-program/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/commercial-industrial-custom-program/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/technical-assistance/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/custom-distributed-generation-projects/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/custom-thermal-projects/
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/custom-electric-projects/
mailto:smaslansky@nhcdfa.org
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Finance Authority 
(CDFA)  
 

project design that reduces future operating and 
maintenance costs, improves occupant comfort, 
health, as well as facility durability.  
 
CDFA manages a clean energy fund for low 
interest loans and resources to help companies 
and organizations improve weatherization and 
energy efficiency of buildings (includes energy 
audits in buildings with fossil fuel heat). 

NH CDFA website 

New Hampshire 
Electric Vehicle 
Supply Equipment 
Grant Program 

In November 2019, New Hampshire Department 
of Environmental Services released an RFP for a 
state-wide corridor-based project involving DC 
fast charging and Level 2 charging 

Tim White, Supervisor Mobile Source Section 
Timothy.White@des.nh.gov  603-271-5552  

NH Clean Diesel 
Grant Program  

The New Hampshire Department of 
Environmental Services provides U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency Diesel 
Emissions Reduction Act (DERA) funding for 
projects that reduce diesel emissions in New 
Hampshire. Funding for up to 80% of eligible 
project costs is available for businesses, 
individuals, and local or state agencies that 
reduce diesel emissions by converting engines to 
alternative fuels, retrofitting exhaust controls, 
purchasing new vehicles, or adding idle 
reduction equipment. For more information, 
including funding amounts and how to apply, see 
the NHDES New Hampshire DERA 
Project website. 

The New Hampshire Clean Diesel Grant Program website 
 
Contact info for the Coordinator of Granite State Clean 
Cities Coalition, Jessica Wilcox at 
Jessica.L.Wilcox@des.nh.gov 

Eversource Eversource offers rebates through the NH Saves 
program. Buildings heated by fossil fuels are not 
eligible to receive benefits, however, utilities can 
pre-approve heat pump retrofit projects and 
follow up with heavily discounted energy audit 
and weatherization upgrades. Eversource 
currently does not offer electric vehicle or 
charging station incentives.  

Kristin Bahny, Eversource Energy Efficiency Consultant 
Kristin.bahny@eversource.com  
 
 

https://nhcdfa.org/
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.nh.gov%2fosi%2fenergy%2fprograms%2fdocuments%2fdcfc-corridor-rfp-112219.pdf&c=E,1,nakKc-ZA0yyErkSDCmGOikQtHXgT66WDb0JtwfvSc967-_5DeVeN62tGp5_oiGWm01K7JHrhz_CO979YsmMtoDPzF05V-5Wu84hNogPN8MPp&typo=1
mailto:Timothy.White@des.nh.gov
https://www.des.nh.gov/business-and-community/loans-and-grants/dera
https://www.des.nh.gov/business-and-community/loans-and-grants/dera
https://www.des.nh.gov/business-and-community/loans-and-grants/dera
mailto:Jessica.L.Wilcox@des.nh.gov
mailto:Kristin.bahny@eversource.com
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Custom rebate application and instructions 
Projects must be proven to have cost-effective 
energy savings to qualify for up to 50% rebate. 

NH Electric Co-op 
(NHEC) 

AMC receives grant funding from the NHEC 
Foundation. Related to the Foundation, NHEC 
Co-op is the local utility at Cardigan Lodge and 
Three Mile Island. NHEC voluntarily participates 
in NH Saves and offers EV and storage programs 
in addition to what is required by the state: 

• Storage Time of Use (TOU) Rate program: 
NHEC is looking for volunteers to 
participate in 2022 TOU energy storage 
pilot to reduce peak energy consumption 
and save customers money on energy bills.  

• Energy efficiency programs: NHEC commits 
to incentives prior to installation and offers 
rebates for the price of heat pump 
equipment ($300 per ton reduction), heat 
pump water heaters ($750 per device), and 
weatherization savings (covers 35% of cost 
of the project). To qualify for 
weatherization funding, the building must 
already be electrically heated and proven 
cost effective through energy audit and 
quantitative modeling. Project energy 
savings must be presented to NHEC to 
qualify. 

• Commercial Electric Vehicle Supply 
Equipment (EVSE) Incentives: NHEC offers 
rebates for commercial and municipal 
customers for the purchase and installation 
of up to two Level 2 or direct current fast 
EVSE. Customers may receive an incentive 
of 50% of the installed costs, up to $2,500 
for each charger.  

Joseph Lajewski, Energy Solutions Program Administrator 
(603) 536-8663 
lajewskij@nhec.con  
 
Alicia Melanson, Electric Vehicle Program Administrator 
melansona@nhec.com  
 
Quantitative modeling contact: Margaret Dillion 603-532-
8979 mdillion@myfairpoint.net 

https://nhsaves.com/commercial-industrial-retrofit-program/
mailto:lajewskij@nhec.con
mailto:melansona@nhec.com
mailto:mdillion@myfairpoint.net
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• Plug-In Electric Vehicle (PEV) Rebates: NHEC 
offers rebates of $1,000 for the purchase or 
lease of a new or used electric vehicle (EV), 
$600 for the purchase or lease of a new or 
used plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, and 
$300 for the purchase or lease of a new or 
used electric motorcycle. The PEV must be 
purchased or leased between January 1, 
2020, and December 31, 2020.  

• Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) 
Rebates: NHEC offers rebates for residential 
customers to install up to two Level 2 EVSE. 
Customers may receive a rebate of up to 
$300 per EVSE and a separate electric 
meter.  

• Plug-In Electric Vehicle (PEV) Charging Rate 
Incentive: NHEC offers a residential off-
peak rate program for electricity purchased 
to charge PEVs. The electricity used for 
vehicle charging is metered separately from 
all other electricity use.  

For more information, see the NHEC Drive 
Electric website. 

Clean Energy NH Statewide clean energy advocate offering 
technical assistance and other resources to help 
organizations reduce emissions. Specializes in 
net metering and community solar. 

Clean Energy NH Website 
Joshua Singer, Program Coordinator 
joshua@cleanenergynh.org  

NH Saves NH Saves works with local electric and gas 
utilities to provide customers with information 
about rebates, programs, tips, tools, and 
incentives to save energy, reduce costs, and 
protect our environment statewide.  

NH Saves Website 

National Resource 
Management 
(NRM) 

NRM is a turnkey vendor specializing in 
refrigeration upgrades. NRM manages statewide 
refrigeration assessment and retrofitting 
projects through the NH Saves program.  

Julie Garley, Energy Efficiency Consultant 
jgarley@nrminc.com  

https://www.nhec.com/drive-electric/#/find/nearest
https://www.nhec.com/drive-electric/#/find/nearest
https://www.cleanenergynh.org/
mailto:joshua@cleanenergynh.org
https://nhsaves.com/about-nhsaves/
mailto:jgarley@nrminc.com
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NH Department 
of Administrative 
Services 

In NH, nonprofits can purchase electric vehicles 
under the state contract. There are a few 
potential advantages associated with this option: 

• Receive better pricing 

• More easily identify reliable partner 
resources and products 

• More easily identify available used EVs for 
sale via the vehicle index list.  

See statewide contract directory and enter 
“vehicles” in the search bar for more info.  

Questions regarding the contract should be directed to 
Alan Hofmann 
Alan.hofmann@nh.gov 
 
Questions about vehicles should be directed to the 
contractor.  

NH Public Utilities 
Commission (NH 
PUC)  

NH PUC’s C&I Bulk wood program offers a rebate 
payment of 40% of the heating appliance(s) and 
installation cost, up to a maximum of $65,000, 
for investments in non-residential bulk-fuel fed 
wood pellet boilers and furnaces of 2.5 million 
BTU or less, that become operational, serving 
designed intent and installer-certified on or after 
July 9, 2016.  Additional rebates are also 
available. See site for more info. 

Contact Sustainable Energy Division: PUC-
ThermalRebates@puc.nh.gov 
 
Periodically check for new RFPs offered by NH PUC to fund 
renewable energy and energy efficiency projects at scale. 

Massachusetts Massachusetts 
Department of 
Energy Resources 
(DOER) 

DOER offers a variety of small-scale grants for 
local organizations.  

MA DOER website 
 

Massachusetts 
Electric Vehicle 
Incentive Program 
(MassEVIP) 

MassEVIP provides grants for 60% of the cost of 
Level 1 or Level 2 EVSE installed at MUDs, up to 
$50,000. Eligible entities include private, public, 
or non-profit MUDs with ten or more residential 
units. Criteria for specific vehicles available here.  

Apply for MassEVIP Fleets Incentives 
 
Fleet Alternative Fuel Grant Funding Request 

Property Assessed 
Clean Energy 
(PACE) 
Massachusetts 

PACE funds energy improvements on 
commercial and industrial buildings, multifamily 
properties with five or more units, and buildings 
owned by nonprofits. 

PACE Massachusetts website 
 

Massachusetts 
Clean Energy 
Center (MassCEC) 

MassCEC is a state economic development 
agency dedicated to accelerating the growth of 
the clean energy sector across the 
Commonwealth.  

Phone: 617-315-9300  
info@masscec.com 
 
Programs: 

https://apps.das.nh.gov/bidscontracts/contracts.aspx
mailto:Alan.hofmann@nh.gov
https://www.puc.nh.gov/Sustainable%20Energy/RenewableEnergyRebates-CI-BFWP.html
mailto:PUC-ThermalRebates@puc.nh.gov
mailto:PUC-ThermalRebates@puc.nh.gov
https://www.puc.nh.gov/Home/requestforproposal.htm
https://www.commbuys.com/bso/external/publicBids.sdo
https://afdc.energy.gov/laws/all?state=MA
https://www.mass.gov/how-to/apply-for-massevip-fleets-incentives
https://www.mass.gov/forms/fleet-alternative-fuel-grant-funding-request-form
https://www.massdevelopment.com/pace
mailto:info@masscec.com
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MassCEC offers grant funding technical 
assistance to non-profit businesses looking to 
invest in clean heating and cooling equipment 
(including ground-source heat pumps and solar 
hot water), hydropower systems, and wind 
energy. 

- Clean Heating and Cooling 
- Solar Electricity 

 

National Grid National Grid is a local utility that has engaged 
with the market, including HVAC distributors, to 
offer efficient electric commercial HVAC 
equipment at a discounted price. The Program 
covers several types and sizes of commercial air 
conditioning and heat pump units, variable 
refrigerant flow systems, and electronically 
commutated motors.  

Website 
 
To learn more about incentives and installation, contact a 
participating equipment distributor or the Program 
Implementer Energy Solutions at 1-617-440-5467 or hvac-
ne@energy-solution.com  

Commonwealth 
Energy Tool for 
Savings 
(EnergyCENTS)  

EnergyCENTS provides a single-entry point to all 
energy saving opportunities available to 
Massachusetts residents, businesses and 
institutions. Full program and sponsor list 
available here.  
 

Phone: (617) 626-7300 
Email: doer.energy@mass.gov  

Co-Op Power 
Solar for 
Nonprofits 

Co-op Power provides nonprofit organizations in 
Massachusetts and New York with innovative no-
money-down, pay as you go, solar installations. 
Full list of resources available here. 

Contact Mark Skinder, Director of Energy Services 
mark@cooppower.coop   
877-266-7543  
 
General email: solar@cooppower.coop 

New York NY State Energy 
Research & 
Development 
(NYSERDA) 

NYSERDA provides resources, expertise, and 
objective information to promote energy 
efficiency and the use of renewable energy 
sources. 

• Funding opportunities are available for 
community solar, commercial new 
construction energy efficiency and carbon 
reduction projects, bulk energy storage, high 
efficiency heat pumps trainings, EV charging 
station installations, etc. 

Email:  
General contact:  
info@nyserda.ny.gov  
(518) 862-1090  
 
NY-Sun contact: 
Frank Mace 
(518) 862-1090, Ext.  3433 
Frank.mace@nyserda.ny.gov 
 

https://www.masscec.com/get-clean-energy/government-and-non-profit
https://www.masscec.com/get-clean-energy/government-and-non-profit
http://www.masscec.com/government-non-profit/clean-heating-and-cooling
https://www.masscec.com/solarize-mass
https://www.nationalgridus.com/pronet/ee-programs-solutions/ci-rebates-incentives
mailto:hvac-ne@energy-solution.com
mailto:hvac-ne@energy-solution.com
https://www.mass.gov/guides/massachusetts-energy-rebates-incentives#-rebates/incentives-for-your-business-or-institution-
mailto:doer.energy@mass.gov
https://www.cooppower.coop/bics
https://www.cooppower.coop/commercial-solar-financing
mailto:mark@cooppower.coop
mailto:solar@cooppower.coop
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Funding-Opportunities
mailto:info@nyserda.ny.gov
mailto:Frank.mace@nyserda.ny.gov
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• NY-Sun program offers incentives for solar, 
such as on-bill financing, tax credits and 
rebates.  

• NY-Sun Residential/Nonresidential 
Incentives (PON 2112) provides cash 
incentives and/or financing for the 
installation by Contractors and Builders of 
new grid-connected electric photovoltaic 
(PV) systems for nonresidential sites in Con 
Ed region that are up to 7.5MW. 

• Carbon Neutral Ready Program  offers 
technical and financial support to Applicants 
and/or their design teams to identify and 
install energy efficiency, electrification, and 
carbon reduction opportunities to achieve 
Carbon Neutral Ready levels of performance 
(i.e. no fossil fuels) in non-residential and 
mixed-use new construction, change of use, 
and substantial renovations to existing 
buildings (budget $14m). Applicants may 
select a Primary Energy Consultant from a 
list maintained by NYSERDA or may use the 
services of a provider of their choice, subject 
to NYSERDA approval. 

Carbon neutral ready contact: 
Stephen Finkle 
(518) 862-1090, Ext.  3505 
Stephen.finkle@nyserda.ny.gov 

Orange & 
Rockland (O&R) 

O&R is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Consolidated Edison, operating as an electric and 
gas transmission and delivery utility.  

• Mini split heat pumps have an instant 
rebate of $800 per unit. More incentives 
can be found under the NYS Clean Heat 
program below. 

• For solar, O&R signs off on the solar 
connection, however they are not involved 
with the rebate process – see NYSERDA for 
rebates or financing. 

Jeremy Scott, Commercial & Industrial Energy Efficiency 
Program Administrator 
scottje@oru.com   
 
Make-Ready contacts 
Orange & Rockland ev@oru.com  
 
Vasquez, James vasquezj@oru.com Project Specialist (C) 
646-477-3085 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Solar-for-Your-Business/Financial-Support/Incentives-and-Financing
https://portal.nyserda.ny.gov/CORE_Solicitation_Detail_Page?SolicitationId=a0rt0000000QnxFAAS#:~:text=The%20New%20York%20State%20Energy,nonresidential%20sites%20in%20Upstate%20and
https://portal.nyserda.ny.gov/CORE_Solicitation_Detail_Page?SolicitationId=a0rt0000000QnxFAAS#:~:text=The%20New%20York%20State%20Energy,nonresidential%20sites%20in%20Upstate%20and
https://portal.nyserda.ny.gov/CORE_Solicitation_Detail_Page?SolicitationId=a0rt000000FmXG4AAN
mailto:Stephen.finkle@nyserda.ny.gov
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/rebates-incentives-credits/incentives-for-business-customers/clean-heating-and-cooling-with-heat-pumps/save-on-a-ductless-mini-split
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All%20Programs/Programs/Clean%20Energy%20Siting/Solar%20Guidebook
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All%20Programs/Programs/Clean%20Energy%20Siting/Solar%20Guidebook
mailto:scottje@oru.com
mailto:ev@oru.com
mailto:vasquezj@oru.com
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• There are several potential pathways for 
AMC to upgrade the efficiency of our 
buildings with qualifying rebates.  

• Through the “Business Direct Install 
Program“, AMC may qualify for a free 
energy assessment through a qualified 
participating contractor. Covers up to 70% 
of the cost for energy improvements.  

• Lighting upgrades not covered by the Small 
Business Direct Install Program or the 
Instant Lighting Incentive Program (ILIP) can 
be installed by our contractor (or on our 
own) through the Custom Rebate Pathway. 

• The Prescriptive Rebate Pathway program 
is their best option for heating, cooling and 
ventilation (HVAC) or variable speed drive 
(VSD) upgrades and installations. 

• O&R also maintains a shopping website 
with instant rebates for smart appliances.  

 
O&R’s Make-Ready program  offers EV charging 
station incentives that covers the cost of 
equipment, utility upgrades and installation (full 
cost); up to 90% of costs for public stations w/ 
universal plugs.  

• Units must be L2 chargers or fast charger (2 
plug min).  

• Must apply to be accepted into the EV 
Make-Ready Program by the utility. The 
utility will review, evaluate, and, if 
appropriate, approve applications. 

• Participants must provide utility with the 
following data to track use of charging 
equipment and program’s overall 
effectiveness: 
o # of sessions daily 

https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/rebates-incentives-credits/incentives-for-business-customers/energy-efficiency-upgrades-installations/program-selection
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/rebates-incentives-credits/incentives-for-business-customers/energy-efficiency-upgrades-installations/small-business
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/rebates-incentives-credits/incentives-for-business-customers/energy-efficiency-upgrades-installations/small-business
https://www.oru.com/-/media/files/oru/documents/saveenergyandmoney/incentives-and-rebates/322_forbusinessowners/ilip-sell-sheet.pdf?la=en
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/rebates-incentives-credits/incentives-for-business-customers/energy-efficiency-upgrades-installations/custom-incentive-program
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/rebates-incentives-credits/incentives-for-business-customers/energy-efficiency-upgrades-installations/prescriptive--incentive-program
https://myorustore.com/
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.oru.com%2fen%2four-energy-future%2ftechnology-innovation%2fabout-electric-vehicles%2fny-commercial-ev%2felectric-vehicle-make-ready-program&c=E,1,4yFW1ci6a9tuh_aALjNYMXP5qRt28e7BSFe4molhmxIOSGBcPHF0_39ewkzEUxZHXZG4wHrofsyDYPOfi2pqrCPi0R5UtPIY-eNV_eOhkx8,&typo=1
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o Start and stop times of each charge 
o Amount of time each vehicle is plugged 

per session 
o Peak kw per charging sessions 
o Kwh per charging session; and  

Plug outage information (# and duration of 
outages) 

NY State Energy 
Research & 
Development 
Authority 
(NYSERDA) 

NYSERDA provides resources, expertise, and 
objective information to promote energy 
efficiency and the use of renewable energy 
sources. 

• Funding opportunities are available for 
community solar, commercial new 
construction energy efficiency and carbon 
reduction projects, bulk energy storage, 
high efficiency heat pumps trainings, EV 
charging station installations, etc. 

• NY-Sun program offers incentives for solar, 
such as on-bill financing, tax credits and 
rebates.  

• NY-Sun Residential/Nonresidential 
Incentives (PON 2112) provides cash 
incentives and/or financing for the 
installation by Contractors and Builders of 
new grid-connected electric photovoltaic 
(PV) systems for nonresidential sites in Con 
Ed region that are up to 7.5MW. 

 
Carbon Neutral Ready Program  offers technical 
and financial support to Applicants and/or their 
design teams to identify and install energy 
efficiency, electrification, and carbon reduction 
opportunities to achieve Carbon Neutral Ready 
levels of performance (i.e. no fossil fuels) in non-
residential and mixed-use new construction, 
change of use, and substantial renovations to 

Email:  
General contact:  
info@nyserda.ny.gov  
(518) 862-1090  
 
NY-Sun contact: 
Frank Mace 
(518) 862-1090, Ext.  3433 
Frank.mace@nyserda.ny.gov 
 
Carbon neutral ready contact 
Stephen Finkle 
(518) 862-1090, Ext.  3505 
Stephen.finkle@nyserda.ny.gov 
 
Charge Ready contacts 
Dave Mc Cabe 
(518) 862-1090, Ext. 3281 david.mccabe@nyserda.ny.gov  
 
Adam Ruder 
(518) 862-1090, Ext. 3411 adam.ruder@nyserda.ny.gov 
 
Clean Heat contacts 
NYSERDA 
NYSCleanHeatProgram@nyserda.ny.gov 
 
Orange & Rockland POC: 
Matthew Siano 
Phone: (845) 532-5971 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Funding-Opportunities
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Solar-for-Your-Business/Financial-Support/Incentives-and-Financing
https://portal.nyserda.ny.gov/CORE_Solicitation_Detail_Page?SolicitationId=a0rt0000000QnxFAAS#:~:text=The%20New%20York%20State%20Energy,nonresidential%20sites%20in%20Upstate%20and
https://portal.nyserda.ny.gov/CORE_Solicitation_Detail_Page?SolicitationId=a0rt0000000QnxFAAS#:~:text=The%20New%20York%20State%20Energy,nonresidential%20sites%20in%20Upstate%20and
https://portal.nyserda.ny.gov/CORE_Solicitation_Detail_Page?SolicitationId=a0rt000000FmXG4AAN
mailto:info@nyserda.ny.gov
mailto:Frank.mace@nyserda.ny.gov
mailto:Stephen.finkle@nyserda.ny.gov
mailto:david.mccabe@nyserda.ny.gov
mailto:adam.ruder@nyserda.ny.gov
mailto:NYSCleanHeatProgram@nyserda.ny.gov
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existing buildings (budget $14m). Applicants may 
select a Primary Energy Consultant from a list 
maintained by NYSERDA or may use the services 
of a provider of their choice, subject to NYSERDA 
approval. 
 
Charge Ready NY (PON 3923) provides $4,000 
per installed electric vehicle (EV) charging port to 
applicants who purchase and install qualified 
Level 2 EV charging equipment at New York State 
locations that provide public charging.  

• This is a rebate and therefore no reporting 
requirements 

• Locations within disadvantaged 
communities may receive an additional 
$500/station 

• Charging units must on the list of qualified 
EV equipment 

 
NYS Clean Heat Program (operates through local 
utility) offers a range of initiatives to make heat 
pumps more affordable and accessible to 
residents, small businesses, and commercial and 
multifamily building owners throughout the 
State. 

info@OandRresidential.com 

New Jersey NJ Economic 
Development 
Authority (NJ 
EDA) 

The NJEDA has a long history of supporting 
businesses. They offer a broad portfolio of 
economic development programs and tools such 
as: jobs-based tax credits, real estate and 
development tax credits, community 
development programs, main street technical 
assistance, innovation economy programs, clean 
energy programs, and low-interest business 
financing (including bonds, loan participations, 
loan guarantees and variable/fixed-rate loans).   
 

Christina Fuentes, Managing Director of Community 
Development & Small Business Services 
cfuentes@njeda.com  

https://portal.nyserda.ny.gov/CORE_Solicitation_Detail_Page?SolicitationId=a0rt000000MdXNJAA3
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All%20Programs/Programs/ChargeNY/Charge%20Electric/Charging%20Station%20Programs/Charge%20Ready%20NY
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All%20Programs/Programs/ChargeNY/Charge%20Electric/Charging%20Station%20Programs/Charge%20Ready%20NY
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/ChargeNY/Charge-Electric/Charging-Station-Programs/Charge-Ready-NY/Qualified-Charging-Equipment-and-Networks
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/ChargeNY/Charge-Electric/Charging-Station-Programs/Charge-Ready-NY/Qualified-Charging-Equipment-and-Networks
https://saveenergy.ny.gov/NYScleanheat/
mailto:info@OandRresidential.com
https://www.njeda.com/financing-and-incentives/
mailto:cfuentes@njeda.com
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For example, in 2021, NJ EDA approved the New 
Jersey Zero Emission Incentive Program (NJ ZIP) - 
a $15M pilot program to bring more zero 
emission vehicles to the road in environmental 
justice communities.  

NJ Office of Clean 
Energy (NJ OCE) 

Offered through the NJ Board of Public Utilities, 
NJ OCE offers multiple rebates and incentives for 
energy efficiency and clean energy, particularly 
for electric vehicles.  

See website link for more info. 

Sustainable Jersey Sustainable Jersey is a network and movement 
of municipalities, schools and school districts 
working collectively to bring about a sustainable 
New Jersey. Acting with state agencies, non-
profit organizations, foundations, academia and 
industry, Sustainable Jersey advises on 
community best practice towards a sustainable 
future. Sustainable Jersey maintains a 
comprehensive list of grants and technical 
assistance programs offered by a wide range of 
government agencies, foundation, corporations, 
and non-profit organizations.  

Kaitlyn Vollmer, Grants Program 
(609) 771-3189 
grants@sustainablejersey.com  
 
Joe Grillo, Corporate Sponsorships 
(609) 771-2831 
grillog@tcnj.edu  

NJ Department of 
Environmental 
Protection (NJ 
DEP) 

It Pay$ to Plug In program, offered through NJ 
DEP’s Drive Green office, provides grants to 
offset the cost of purchasing and installing 
electric vehicle charging stations. The program is 
designed to expand New Jersey’s growing 
network of electric vehicle infrastructure, 
allowing residents, businesses, and government 
agencies to purchase and drive electric vehicles. 
 

Raymond Papalski  
Email: ray.papalski@dep.state.nj.us 
(609) 633-7225  

NJ Clean Energy 
Program (NJ CEP) 

NJ CEP promotes increased energy efficiency and 
the use of clean, renewable sources of energy 
including solar, wind, geothermal, and 
sustainable biomass. It offers financial 
incentives, programs, and services for 

NJ CEP Website 
 
Oversight of NJ CEP is provided by the Board of Public 
Utilities (NJ BPU) 
 

https://www.njeda.com/njeda-board-approves-nj-zip-pilot-program/
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/ev
https://www.sustainablejersey.com/grants/
https://www.sustainablejersey.com/grants/
mailto:grants@sustainablejersey.com
mailto:grillog@tcnj.edu
https://www.drivegreen.nj.gov/plugin.html
mailto:ray.papalski@dep.state.nj.us
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/
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residential, commercial, and municipal 
customers. 
 
Financial incentives are available for upgrading 
individual heating and cooling systems, water 
heating, lighting and controls, 
refrigeration/freezer ECM motors, variable 
frequency drives, and more under the Smart 
Start Buildings Program. There's a custom path 
for energy efficiency measures with 
demonstrated cost justification, which are 
handled on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Select organizations (includes non-profits) are 
eligible for the Local Government Energy 
Audits program where the cost of the audit is 
100% subsidized.  
 
For existing small to medium-sized 
facilities, Direct Install pays up to 70% of the 
project cost for replacing lighting, HVAC and 
other outdated operational equipment with 
energy efficiency alternatives. 

Call (866) 657-6278 for more information or submit an 
email with questions 

Pennsylvania Pennsylvania 
Department of 
Environmental 
Protection (PA 
DEP) 

Several potentially relevant renewable and 
alternative energy grants and loans can be found 
on the PA DEP's website and the Energy 
Programs Office website: 

• The Alternative Fuels Incentive Grant 
Program (AFIG) offers grant funding for 
clean, alternative fuel projects in 
Pennsylvania and investment in 
Pennsylvania’s energy sector. DEP receives 
approximately $5 million in funding each 
year through the utilities gross receipts tax 
collected during each fiscal year to carry out 

Phone: 800-379-7448  
 
General Email:  
 
ra-dcedcs@pa.gov 
 
ra-epenergy@pa.gov  

https://www.njcleanenergy.com/commercial-industrial/programs/nj-smartstart-buildings/nj-smartstart-buildings
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/commercial-industrial/programs/local-government-energy-audit/local-government-energy-audit
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/commercial-industrial/programs/local-government-energy-audit/local-government-energy-audit
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/commercial-industrial/programs/direct-install
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/misc/about-njcep/submit-your-comments
https://www.njcleanenergy.com/misc/about-njcep/submit-your-comments
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/Go_Green_PA/Pages/Save-Green.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/GrantsLoansRebates/Alternative-Fuels-Incentive-Grant/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/GrantsLoansRebates/Alternative-Fuels-Incentive-Grant/Pages/default.aspx
mailto:ra-dcedcs@pa.gov
mailto:ra-epenergy@pa.gov
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the provisions of the Alternative Fuels 
Incentive Act.  

• The Driving PA Forward – Level 2 EV 
Charging Rebate provides rebates for new 
Level 2 Electric Vehicle Charging projects to 
be installed in public spaces, workplaces, 
and multi-unit dwellings. Rebates up to 
$4,500 per plug are available. 

• The Alternative Fuels Incentive Grant 
Program (AFIG) provides grants to 
companies making the switch to 
compressed natural gas (CNG), propane, or 
electric for medium to light-weight fleet 
vehicles.  

• The PA Green Energy Loan Fund (GELF) 
provides financing for energy efficiency 
retrofits and the installation of energy 
conservation measures and high-
performance energy systems in buildings 
throughout Pennsylvania. GELF is managed 
by The Reinvestment Fund TRF and is 
supported by the PA DEP and the US DOE.  

PA Sustainable Energy Funds are available in the 
form of loans, investments, and grants to 
promote the development and use of renewable 
energy and clean energy technologies, energy 
conservation and efficiency, sustainable energy 
businesses, and projects.  

Commonwealth 
Financing 
Authority (CFA) 

CFA provides grants and loans for clean and 
alternative energy projects including buildings, 
equipment and land development activities; 
grants and loans to individuals and small 
businesses for high-performance, energy-
efficient building projects; grants and loans for 
geothermal and wind energy projects; and grants 
and loans for alternative energy production 

Eligible applicants are encouraged to contact Greg 
Welker at (717) 787-6245 to discuss potential projects. 
 
gwelker@pa.gov  

file:///C:/Users/arlee/OneDrive%20-%20Appalachian%20Mountain%20Club/Strategic%20Plan/Draft%20-%20analysis%20documents/Net%20zero%20strategic%20plan%20SHARED/Appendix/Eligible%20Applicants:%20See%20program%20requirements
file:///C:/Users/arlee/OneDrive%20-%20Appalachian%20Mountain%20Club/Strategic%20Plan/Draft%20-%20analysis%20documents/Net%20zero%20strategic%20plan%20SHARED/Appendix/Eligible%20Applicants:%20See%20program%20requirements
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/GrantsLoansRebates/Alternative-Fuels-Incentive-Grant/Pages/default.aspx#.Vko2k_Mo670
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/GrantsLoansRebates/Alternative-Fuels-Incentive-Grant/Pages/default.aspx#.Vko2k_Mo670
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/FinancialOptions/Pages/Green-Energy-Loan-Fund-.aspx
https://www.reinvestment.com/initiatives/clean_energy/sdf/
http://dced.pa.gov/programs-funding/commonwealth-financing-authority-cfa/#.WEGJctUrJhE
http://dced.pa.gov/programs-funding/commonwealth-financing-authority-cfa/#.WEGJctUrJhE
mailto:gwelker@pa.gov
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projects involving solar technologies. These 
Commonwealth Financing Authority (CFA) 
programs are managed within the DCED Office of 
Business Financing.  

• High Performance Building Program (HPB) 
provides financial assistance in the forms of 
grants and loan funds to underwrite the 
cost premiums associated with the design 
and construction or major renovation of 
high performance buildings in the state. 

• Renewable Energy Program (REP) provides 
financial assistance in the forms of grant 
and loan funds to promote the use of 
alternative energy (geothermal 
technologies and wind energy projects) in 
Pennsylvania. 

• Solar Energy Program (SEP) provides 
financial assistance in the form of grant and 
loan funds to promote the use of solar 
energy in Pennsylvania. 

Alternative & Clean Energy Program (ACE) 
provides financial assistance in the form of grant 
and loan funds that will be used by eligible 
applicants for the utilization, development and 
construction of alternative and clean energy 
projects in the state. 

Pennsylvania 
Energy 
Development 
Authority (PEDA) 

PEDA is an independent public financing 
authority whose mission is to finance clean, 
advanced energy projects in Pennsylvania. The 
authority presently can award grants, loans, and 
loan guarantees. Pennsylvania projects that 
could potentially qualify for funding from the 
authority include solar energy, wind, low-impact 
hydropower, geothermal, biomass, landfill gas, 
fuel cells, integrated gasification combined cycle, 

Phone:717-783-8411 
ra-peda@pa.gov 
 
Allen Landis – PEDA Executive 
Director, alllandis@pa.gov or (717)787-7389 
 
Libby Dodson – PEDA Staff, libdodson@pa.gov or 
(717)772-8907 

https://dced.pa.gov/programs/high-performance-building-program-hpb/
https://dced.pa.gov/programs/renewable-energy-program-rep-geothermal-wind-projects/
https://dced.pa.gov/programs/solar-energy-program-sep/
https://dced.pa.gov/programs/alternative-clean-energy-program-ace/
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/GrantsLoansRebates/Pages/PEDA.aspx#.Vko2UvMo670
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/GrantsLoansRebates/Pages/PEDA.aspx#.Vko2UvMo670
mailto:ra-peda@pa.gov
mailto:alllandis@pa.gov
mailto:libdodson@pa.gov
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waste coal, coal-mine methane, and demand 
management measures.  

 

E. Strategic electrification 
 
To achieve net zero in existing buildings, AMC’s Operations team must rapidly replace fossil-fuel burning and inefficient electric technologies 
with high-efficiency electric-based alternatives to reduce pollution, increase energy efficiency, and reduce costs (otherwise known as “strategic 
electrification”). A cost-effective way to do this, if to roll over conventional equipment to high-efficiency electric upon equipment failure. This 
method also avoids needless waste in the energy system since there is a lot of energy (and carbon) that goes into the production and 
transportation of this equipment.   
 
AMC will develop a comprehensive plan to replace conventional equipment (space heat, water heat, cooking appliances, etc.) with high-
efficiency electric as older units come upon the end of their useful life. This includes units powered by oil, propane, and electric resistance. 
Converting away from natural gas has been proven cost-effective; however, necessary to reduce emissions from City Square. This list should also 
consider outside incentives and contractors where necessary.1 Support for this work may come from the capital budget, grants, donors, state 
efficiency programs, and/or (not yet developed) sustainable finance mechanism.  
 
Strategic electrification means moving building (and transportation) technology away from fossil fuels towards electric in a way that increases 
energy efficiency and reduces pollution, while lowering costs, as part of an integrated approach to deep decarbonization. To improve efficiency 
of existing building space and equipment through strategic electrification, AMC will continue to implement the following technologies: 
 
Reduce heat loss through improvements in thermal building envelop: Windows, doors, insulation, thermal bridges, ventilation, and air 
tightness are significant components in a building’s envelope. AMC will invest more heavily in high-performing products and materials to save 
energy, reduce heating and cooling costs, and improve the comfort of building space. 
 
The downside of AMC’s rustic appeal is that some of its buildings are leaky. Over the years, AMC has made strong efforts to improve the thermal 
envelop of its buildings but there is much room for improvement. AMC should consider thermal envelop improvements as a first step to any 
renovation project. Building envelopes must be made extremely airtight to prevent infiltration of outside air and loss of conditioned air and 
reduce thermal bridging. In most cases, this can be done by identifying the leaking area and adding insulation or air sealing. Oftentimes, there 
are rebates available to help with the costs of hiring a contractor to perform an energy audit and the actual building upgrades needed. 
 

 
1 Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership’s (NEEP’s) Heat pump buying guide. Retrieved February 2, 2021. Source: 
https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/ASHP_buyingguide_5.pdf 

https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/ASHP_buyingguide_5.pdf
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Passive house design offers a well-proven, predictable, cost-effective way to make comfortable and durable buildings. Passive House reliably 
delivers up to approximately a 90 percent reduction in heating and cooling demand and up to a 75 percent reduction in overall primary energy 
demand when compared to existing building stock. Passive house design minimizes the load that renewables are required to provide and the 
building’s overall footprint. While it may not be possible to implement passive house design at all AMC locations, it serves as a useful standard. 
Furthermore, passive house has been cited by the United Nations as a framework for achieving low carbon construction. AMC can explore the 
feasibility of implementing guidance offered by the Passive House Institute US (PHIUS) and the International Living Future Institute (ILFI) Zero 
Energy Certification where possible. 2,3 

 
Upgrade efficiency of space heating and cooling with heat pumps: Buildings must transition away from fossil fuel heat through increased 
investment in high-efficiency electric heat pumps powered by renewable energy sources. In simplest terms, heat pumps efficiently move heat 
from one place to another. There are three types of heat pumps: air-to-air, water source, and geothermal. They collect heat from the air, water, 
or ground outside and concentrate it for use inside. They use electricity, which can be powered by renewable energy, making these a potential 
zero emissions technologies. 
 
Air-source heat pumps have been used for many years in nearly all parts of the United States, except in areas that experienced extended periods 
of subfreezing temperatures. However, in recent years, air-source heat pump technology has advanced so that it now offers a legitimate space 
heating alternative in colder regions. High-efficiency heat pumps also dehumidify better than standard central air conditioners, resulting in less 
energy usage and more cooling comfort in summer months.  
 
AMC will review the long-term capital gain from these projects in addition to the upfront costs. Heat pumps and many other net zero projects 
can save AMC time and money (from energy savings) in only a few years. Heat pumps have greater long-term value than most other 
conventional technologies because on average, they have lower operational costs over the lifetime of the equipment. For example, a study by 
the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships (NEEP) found that when units designed specifically for colder regions were installed in the 
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions, the annual savings are around 3,000 kWh (or $459) when compared to electric resistance heaters, and 6,200 
kWh (or $948) when compared to oil systems. When displacing oil (i.e., the oil system remains, but operates less frequently), the average annual 
savings are nearly 3,000 kWh (or about $300).4 The payback period for a typical geothermal heat pump system, or the time it takes to save your 
upfront investment in the form of reduced energy costs, is between 5 and 10 years, according to the Department of Energy.5  
 

 
2 The Passive House Institute – US (PHIUS) home page, to learn more about passive house design, standards, and guidance. Retrieved June 26, 2021. Source: 
https://www.phius.org/home-page  
3 The International Living Future Institute (ILFI) provides guidance for several other ambitious and sustainable building goals, such as the Living Building Challenge that focus on 
providing ecosystem service benefits and may be of interest. Retrieved June 25, 2021. Source: https://living-future.org/zero-energy/  
4 NEEP (2014) Northeast/Mid-Atlantic Air-Source Heat Pump Market Strategies Report. https://neep.org/northeastmid-atlantic-air-source-heat-pump-market-strategies-report  
5 DOE (2011) Guide to geothermal heat pumps. https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/guide_to_geothermal_heat_pumps.pdf  

https://www.phius.org/home-page
https://living-future.org/zero-energy/
https://neep.org/northeastmid-atlantic-air-source-heat-pump-market-strategies-report
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/guide_to_geothermal_heat_pumps.pdf
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There may be certain technical and logistical limitations to consider with high-efficiency heat pumps. For example, backup systems may be 
necessary in buildings with high-performance heat pumps since they lose their efficiency rating in extremely cold weather (between 0 to -15 
degrees Fahrenheit, depending on the system). It is also important to avoid improper use of backup heating systems. Further, some AMC 
facilities may not have excess electrical capacity to power the equipment and in those instances, AMC will need to increase capacity which can 
be a costly investment. 
 
Automated wood heating systems may be considered for backup heating due to their advanced efficiency, renewable qualities, and impact on 
the local forest economy. However, AMC does not consider wood heat to be carbon-neutral and therefore, counts emissions where wood is 
purchased from outside vendors. At Maine Woods lodges, where AMC harvests wood on its land, emissions are not directly accounted for within 
the GHG inventory, however those emissions are indirectly accounted for within its carbon offset inventory. 
 
Reduce water use and improve efficiency of water heating: Low-flow or ultra-low-flow equipment (showers, sinks) should be installed to 
reduce water consumption. In addition, occupancy sensor should be installed where possible. 
 
According to the same ACEEE report, heat pump water heaters often have a lower initial cost than oil water heaters, in addition to their lower 
operating costs. Heat pump water heaters may have greater upfront costs compared to propane and standard electric water heaters; however 
the lower operating costs typically pay back to consumers in less than five years. Heat pump water heaters are 7 times more efficient than gas, 
and 3.5 times more efficient than electric resistance.6 Many heat pump water heaters have hybrid options, which means that during times of 
excessive use or cold weather, they can switch to being a more traditional electric resistance water heater.  
 
Solar thermal systems are another low-carbon option to heat water at AMC buildings – there are several systems already in place at AMC 
locations. Solar water heaters essentially use the sun to heat water. A solar collector in installed on the roof and the sun heats fluids which then 
heat the water. In some instances, this technology may be paired with heat pump water heaters to reach the desired water temperatures of 170 
degrees Fahrenheit. In terms of limitations, costs may be a little higher compared to conventional technologies and some systems may need a 
backup source of water heating in the winter (either gas or electric). 
 
Improve efficiency of cooking equipment: AMC should consider inductive cooking technology where feasible to reduce emissions from propane. 
Induction stoves and cooktops are more energy efficient than electric or gas because heat isn’t lost in the transferring process. With gas and 
electric ranges, a lot of energy is lost to the air around the pots and pans. With induction, only the cookware heats, which ultimately translates 
to energy- and cost-savings (and, of course, faster cooking times). Induction stoves and cooktops maintain a cool cooking surface. Since only the 
pan gets hots, a hot element will never be exposed, preventing fire hazards and the risk of burns in the first place. This also allows for quicker 
cleanup.  

 
6 Clean Technica (2020) “Heat pump water heaters, game changers in efficiency.” 
While the electric resistance heaters may have low upfront costs, they consume much more electricity than high-heat pump models. 

https://cleantechnica.com/2020/04/26/heat-pump-water-heaters-game-changers-in-efficiency/
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Induction stoves offer a safer way to cook than electric or gas. It doesn't emit gas into the air, and it won't catch objects, like dishcloths, on fire 
because it only heats items with iron particles in it. It also turns off when the cookware is removed from the heating element so there's little risk 
of accidentally leaving it on when staff finish cooking.  

 
This is a relatively new technology, so costs tend to be higher than other types of stoves, but costs are coming down and rebates may be 
available. In addition, induction compatible pots and pans must be used with these highly efficiency electric stovetops (made with material such 
as cast iron, aluminum, ceramic and stainless steel). Induction cookware is not necessarily more expensive than regular cookware, but it is an 
additional expense. Kitchen staff may also need to be trained on how to use the technology. 
 
Electrify refrigeration across facilities and upgrade efficiency: AMC will continue to implement high-efficiency electric refrigeration, particularly 
in off-grid facilities. Two of the most common technology choices for off-grid refrigeration include propane and electric. Propane is a potentially 
hazardous technology (fire and pollution) that should be completely avoided in the future. Locations where propane refrigeration exist must 
replace with high-efficiency electric as soon as financially possible (e.g., MWI facilities).  

 
For large front country facilities, AMC may work with third-party contractors to assess efficiency of walk-in refrigeration and implement 
suggestions with a preference for technologies that utilize low global warming potential (GWP) refrigerant fluids.  

 
Lighting and daylighting: Electrical lighting and more passive approaches, such as sky lighting and daylighting, are the easiest and most cost-
effective way to reduce emissions from buildings. AMC should evaluate locations where LEDs, occupancy sensors and daylighting might be used 
to reduce energy consumption.7 This is an easy, nontechnical solution that can save energy. Most lights at AMC facilities have been upgraded to 
LED, however, not all AMC buildings have been completely converted. Further, occupancy sensors are found in some rooms and not others. 
Sensors can be especially useful for bathrooms that do not need to be lit when no one is in them, and reduces the need for touching, so they are 
much better for hygiene and disease prevention. AMC should identify locations where lighting upgrades are still needed and create a plan to 
install occupancy sensors, fixtures, and bulbs in line with the International Dark Skies Association – a movement working to protect the night 
skies for present and future generations. Fluorescent bulbs that are currently in use in some buildings should be replaced with LEDs and 
disposed of properly as they contain mercury and thus are considered hazardous waste.  

  
Improve efficiency of older appliances and electronics: Improving the efficiency of electrical equipment is the easiest and most cost-effective 
way to reduce environmental impact. AMC should consider purchasing appliances that are EnergyStar or EPEAT rated where possible. This 
includes kitchen and office appliances, such as dishwashers, ovens, space, and water heating (heat pumps), printers, copy machines, 
refrigeration, etc.  

 
7 Daylighting is the use of windows and skylights to bring sunlight into your home. Today's highly energy-efficient windows, as well as advances in lighting design, reduce the 
need for artificial lighting during daylight hours without causing heating or cooling problems. Source: DOE | Daylighting  

https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/save-electricity-and-fuel/lighting-choices-save-you-money/daylighting#:~:text=Daylighting%20is%20the%20use%20of,causing%20heating%20or%20cooling%20problems.
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F. Online Work Guidance 
 
The shift to a more digital world had made a significant reduction in GHG emissions, however, the 
impact of our increasingly virtual lifestyles should not be overlooked. Impacts from online activity 
includes emissions from electricity used to power the internet, with its related carbon, water, and land 
impacts, as well as the resource impacts from energy transmission and data storage. According to an 
MIT study in 2021, 1 hour of streaming or videoconferencing can emit between ½ to 2 pounds of carbon 
dioxide and uses between ½ to 3 gallons of water and around 1 square foot of land area depending on 
the service. By comparison, a car produces about 20 pounds of carbon from burning one gallon of 
gasoline. Those hours really add up with all the time we spend on video conference calls and online 
webinars— and so does the associated environmental footprint.  
  
The purpose of this guidance is to reduce AMC’s impact on the environment from teleworking and 
online activities. We aim to raise awareness on these issues and empower staff to think critically about 
how they interact with their colleagues. We encourage frequent and healthy interaction; however, we 
also encourage staff to evaluate the overall intent of the meeting and environmental tradeoffs before 
connecting with colleagues. 
 
Staff should consider of the following activities where possible: 
   

• Make a phone call or send a text or email instead of hosting a meeting. Calls, texts, and emails are 
perfect if you have a quick question or comment about a project. If you do not have an AMC phone 
or phone number to conduct your work remotely, please connect with IT and Finance about 
potential options – additional support is forthcoming. 

• Consider hosting a video call instead of meeting in-person when it involves travel. Certain topics 
are better suited for online or in-person meetings, both offer different advantages and 
disadvantages. Benefits of in-person meetings include cultivating trust, increasing participant 
attention, and picking up hidden messages. They are great for initial contacts, project proposals, or 
portions of projects that require more abstract thinking. Attendees can express themselves through 
body language and facial expression. Meanwhile, online meetings are better for solving specific 
problems where the focus is on finding quick project solutions that are specific and small in nature 
but may have large impacts on the overall process. 

• Keep video cameras on during video calls. Emissions can be reduced by turning off our cameras 
during video calls, however, we also think it is important to allow our colleagues to see us. One of 
the downsides of teleworking is reduced social interactions which can lead to increased levels of 
depression and anxiety. We feel it is important to our staffs’ and colleagues’ mental health that we 
continue to show up in person when we need to and keep our cameras on whenever possible. 

• Limit photos and videos in emails. Attaching photos, GIFs and videos in emails is more energy-
intensive than attaching links to the host site. We encourage staff to attach links rather than hard 
copies where possible.  

 
Supporting research and additional resources:  

• Obringer, R. et al. (2021) The overlooked environmental footprint of increasing Internet use. 
Resources, Conservation and Recycling. Volume 167, 105389. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.resconrec.2020.105389    

• Travers, K. (2021) How to reduce the environmental impact of your next virtual meeting. MIT News. 
https://news.mit.edu/2021/how-to-reduce-environmental-impact-next-virtual-meeting-0304      

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.resconrec.2020.105389
https://news.mit.edu/2021/how-to-reduce-environmental-impact-next-virtual-meeting-0304
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• Griffiths, S. (2020) Why your internet habits are not as clean as you think. Smart Guide to Climate, 
BBC. https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200305-why-your-internet-habits-are-not-as-clean-as-
you-think      

• Diaz, J. (2018) The Environmental Cost of your interest searches, visualized. Fast Company. 
Retrieved September 13, 2021. 
https://www.fastcompany.com/90171268/internet_impact_visualized  

 

G. Renewable energy assessment 
 

Glossary 
 
Community Choice Energy – Community Choice Energy (CCE) allows local governments to procure 
power on behalf of their residents, businesses, and municipal accounts from an alternative supplier 
while still receiving transmission and distribution service from their existing utility provider.  
 
Community solar – Also referred to as “shared renewables,” community solar is an emerging model 
allowing multiple customers to buy, lease, or subscribe to a portion of a shared renewable electricity 
system that is located away from their home or business. The model is especially appealing to customers 
that rent, that do not have sufficient onsite renewable resource, or that are otherwise unable or 
unwilling to install renewables on their residences or commercial buildings.  
 
Competitive green power products – Competitive Green Power Products refer to an optional product 
offering that allows customers in competitive retail electricity markets to procure bundled electricity 
and RECs from a competitive electricity supplier, who is not their default utility supplier.  
 
Onsite Power Purchase Agreements –An Onsite Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) is a financial 
arrangement in which a third-party developer owns, operates, and maintains the renewable electricity 
generation system, and a host consumer agrees to site the system on its property and purchases the 
system's electric output from the developer for a predetermined period. This financial arrangement 
allows the host consumer to receive stable and often low-cost electricity, while the developer or 
another party acquires valuable financial benefits, such as tax credits and income generated from the 
sale of electricity. 
 
Onsite Self-supply – Onsite self-supply refers to green power use by a consumer whereby the consumer 
owns the renewable electricity generator and is responsible for its maintenance and operation. The 
consumer is essentially generating and supplying their own green power.  
 
Renewable Energy Certificates – A Renewable Energy Certificate or “REC” is a market-based instrument 
used to offset emissions, typically from electricity in pursuit of renewable energy goals. They represent 
the property rights to the environmental, social, and other non-power attributes of renewable electricity 
generation. They are issued when one megawatt-hour (MWh) of electricity is generated and delivered 
to the electricity grid from a renewable energy resource elsewhere. 
 
Utility Green Power Products –Sometimes offered by default utility suppliers and referred to as “green 
pricing,” utility green power products are “bundled” contracts that include both the sale of RECs and 
electricity production. Participating customers usually pay a per-kilowatt-hour premium through an 
additional line item on their monthly electric utility bill for their renewable electricity. 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200305-why-your-internet-habits-are-not-as-clean-as-you-think
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200305-why-your-internet-habits-are-not-as-clean-as-you-think
https://www.fastcompany.com/90171268/internet_impact_visualized
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Introduction 
 
We conducted a green power assessment to identify opportunities to expand solar development and 
procure green power at our facilities through third party supply companies to eliminate emissions from 
electricity.  
 

Methods 
 
The EPA “Green Power Supply Options Screening Tool” and solar suitability information provided by 
solar energy developers, such as PurePoint and ReVision Energy. 
 
This study explores the feasibility of increasing solar at City Square, Spice St., Noble View, Highland 
Center, Pinkham Notch, WMNF Packhouses, Camp Dodge, Cardigan, MWI office, MOES (Operations 
Center), Gorman Chairback, Medawisla, Little Lyford, Harriman Outdoor Center, Palisades Parkway 
Visitor Center and Bookstore, Reeves Meadow Information Center, Harriman-Sebago camp, and 
Mohican Outdoor Center. 
 
Further research is needed to expand renewable energy sources at WMNF huts. The Mid-Atlantic Office 
was omitted since we do not manage the building space or manage utility accounts. The study also does 
not assess the feasibility of developing off-site community solar projects with partner organizations or 
the potential for developing off-site Power Purchase Agreements.  
 
There are two main types of green power purchases: 
 
1. Market-based green power refers to onsite self-supply, onsite Power Purchase Agreements (PPA), 

and Community soler projects.8  
2. Location-based green power refers to Utility Green Power Products, Competitive Green Power 

Products, and Community Choice Energy (CCE). 
 
See Glossary for green power project and product descriptions. 
 

Results 
 
There are many options for AMC to go 100 percent renewable, by using a combination of location- and 
market-based green power options. AMC should prioritize market-based options at facilities with the 
greatest emissions reduction potential possible, see column on the far right in Table 27 and explore 
location-based options for facilities with pre-existing market-based products, such as NH and MA 
facilities where we purchase Green-e® certified RECs from third-party energy supplier, Constellation 
Energy.  
 
Market-based options are offered everywhere and onsite solar may be eligible for expansions at most 
locations. For locations where we do not manage utility accounts, AMC can work with land/building 

 
8 National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) maintains a comprehensive list of renewable energy procurement options 
available by utility and municipality nationwide. NREL has also developed a separate list of active utility green pricing programs 
with more detailed information on these programs. More information can be found here. 
 

https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/green-power.html
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owners to develop renewables onsite or contract green power at Spice Street, Mid-Atlantic Office, and 
the MWI office. 
 
AMC should release a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) with energy supply companies and solar 
developers to identify qualified vendors and proceed with a Request for Proposals (RFP) to evaluate 
costs and options associated with retail contracts and solar projects that would ultimately offset all of 
AMC’s electricity emissions in line with our net zero goal. This would allow us to become 100% reliant on 
green power at a cost-competitive rate.  
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Table 27 Renewable energy assessment across all AMC staff-managed facilities 

State Site name 
On/Off-

grid 

Market-
based 

option in 
use 

Pre-
existing 

solar 
capacity 

(kw) 

FY19 
electricity use 

(kwh) 
Onsite solar suitability 

Available green 
power options 

Estimated 
emissions 
reduction 
potential 

(MT CO2e) 

Massachusetts 

City Square - HQ on 
100 

percent 
wind 

(Aug2021-
2024) 

no 550,300 Potentially eligible 
Location-based and 

market-based 0 - under 
contract as of 

2021 
Spice St. on no 16,518 Not eligible - private lease Market-based 

Noble View on 10 kw >13752 
Lots of land to virtual net meter in MA; 

room for solar expansion 
Location-based and 

market-based 

New Hampshire 

Highland Center on 100 
percent 

wind 
(Apr2018-

2024) 

12.6 kw 348,906 
Eligible - Ground and roof options are 

available 
Location-based and 

market-based 
0 – under 

contract since 
2018 

Pinkham Notch on no 260,846 Ground and roof options are available 
Location-based and 

market-based 

Packhouses on no 170 Not eligible – too much shade Market-based 

Camp Dodge on no 3,711 Not eligible – too much shade Market-based 

Cardigan on none 

yes, 73 kw 
(cannot 

claim credit 
for solar) 

40,468 Eligible 
Location-based and 

market-based 
10 

Maine 

MWI office on none no 5,691 Not eligible - private lease Market-based 1 

MOES (Operations 
Center) 

on none no 10,564 Eligible 
Location-based and 

market-based 
3 

Gorman Chairback off none 6.21 kw 0 Eligible Location-based 0 

Medawisla off none 15.9 kw 0 Eligible Location-based 0 

Little Lyford off none 3.84 kw 0 Eligible Location-based 0 

New York 

Harriman Outdoor 
Center 

on none no 23,660 
Potentially eligible- heavily shaded, 

strategic tree removal may be needed 
Location-based and 

market-based 
3 

Palisades Parkway 
Visitor Center and 

Bookstore 
on none no unknown Eligible 

Location-based and 
market-based 

unknown 

Reeves Meadow 
Information Center 

on none no unknown Eligible 
Location-based and 

market-based 
unknown 

Harriman-Sebago camp on none no unavailable 
Potentially eligible - heavily shaded, 

strategic tree removal may be needed 
Location-based and 

market-based 
unavailable 

New Jersey 
Mohican Outdoor 

Center 
on none no 76,249 

Potentially eligible - strategic tree would 
be removal needed; not enough to 

generate full load coverage 

Market-based and 
location-based 

25 

 
Notes: 

• Link to map with AMC locations https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1HsDVEkBNCkyJbYLXeHLaH0wR5S0D2Hsx&usp=sharing   

• Noble View electricity data is available from July-Dec 2019. Eversource bills are net metered and do not provide an accurate representation of electricity use. 

• The PA Mid-Atlantic office is leased from the City of Bethlehem - electric and all other utilities are included in rent payment.  

• Harriman-Sebago Camp NY is currently undergoing renovations; not active and still needs significant work. Utilities have not yet been turned on.  

• The NYC office lease ended in August 2020 and is therefore, no longer an active AMC building. 

• MWI office operates under a lease arrangement, however, utility bills are in AMC’s name. 

• AMC also operates 8 huts in the White Mountain National Forest that are entirely off grid (already equipped with renewables for electricity) and located on US Forest Service land.  

• City Square includes tenant electricity use and AMC electricity use. 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1HsDVEkBNCkyJbYLXeHLaH0wR5S0D2Hsx&usp=sharing
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H. Cost-benefit examples 
 

15-year Net Present Cost analysis of Highland Center heating system 
 
Introduction. Highland Center is AMC’s largest energy user due to its large size and location. The Lodge 
resides in Crawford Notch receiving extremely cold and windy conditions particularly during the winter 
months. Thermal building improvement may go a long way in reducing emissions from Highland’s 
heating system; however, the high emissions from using wood and oil to heat space and water should 
not be overlooked. 
 
AMC conducted a 15-year net present cost (NPC) test to understand project costs and options 
associated with upgrading the efficiency of Highland Center’s heating system in the Main Lodge and 
Thayer buildings. Specifically, the study attempts to understand costs and benefits of upgrading to a 
three-zone Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heat pump with backup electric heating paired with 
renewable or “green power” sources. The analysis also explores financial and benefits of converting to a 
precision dry chip (PDC) boiler while maintaining the current oil backup system (PDC fuel is exclusively 
sold by Froling Energy). 
 
Methods. Costs and benefits were provided by heating vendors, Mitsubishi and Froling Energy, and 
emissions were calculated using 2018 EPA emission factors. The NPC scenarios include: 
 

• Scenario 1 – Business as usual, maintain the current cordwood heating system (existing backup 
oil) 

• Scenario 2 – Replace existing system with a new cordwood system and maintain the existing 
backup oil 

• Scenario 3 – Replace existing system with a large PDC system and maintain the existing backup 
oil 

• Scenario 4 – Replace existing system with a large commercial size VRF heat pump (new back up 
electric). The Highland Center has a renewable energy contract with third-party energy supplier, 
Constellation Energy, and there are, therefore, no emissions associated with this project. 

 
Heating options not addressed in the analysis include geothermal (or ground sourced heat pump), green 
chip boiler, and multiple ductless mini-split heat pumps (air sourced), among others. 
 
Results. The analysis found that net upfront system costs of a PDC boiler are about $300,000 with an 
expected annual energy system savings of $34,209 (9-year payback); however, the emissions benefits 
are small at 20 tonnes of CO2e per year (Table 28 and 29). The PDC scenario therefore makes good 
financial sense, but from an environmental standpoint is not worth strong consideration.9 
 
Payback for the VRF system will never be realized with an upfront cost of nearly $1million; however, the 
project may make sense from a net zero point of view, since there would be no emissions associated 
with its use. VRF electricity use, maintenance, and installation (parts, equipment, labor) costs are 
significant. The upfront system accounts for the cost of proprietary equipment and does not account for 
labor and non-proprietary parts (wires, piping, etc.), so we might assume that the costs are fall more in 

 
9 Installation costs for the PDC boiler may be offset by a state rebate from New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission and 
possibly, a federal grant from the United States Department of Agriculture (not included in the analysis). 
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the $2million range. In addition, the VRF system is not capable of heating domestic water at Highland 
Center – whereas the existing and PDC system does.  
 
The costs of annual energy use and maintenance of the VRF are also much higher; the VRF costs $53,000 
more than the current system each year to operate. A decision to upgrade our heating at the Highland 
Center to a VRF system would be entirely based on the environmental benefits from the project – it 
would get us to zero emissions – but the costs of doing so are both uncertain and significant. 
 
Table 28 Summary cost analysis of Highland Center heating  

 

Existing cord 
wood boiler 

w/ oil 
backup 

Replace with 
new cord 

wood boiler 
w/ backup 

oil 

Large 
PDC/pellet 

boiler & silo 
with backup 

oil 

VRF: Air 
cooled heat 

recovery 
w/backup 

electric 
provided by 
renewable 
electricity 

Net system cost $0 $(100,000) $(300,000) $(945,859) 

Net annual cost $(73,749) $(73,749) $ (50,900) $(126,667) 

15-year Net Present Cost (r=7%) $(671,697) $(671,697) $ (462,941) $(1,153,673) 

Total annual emissions (metric tonnes CO2e) 293 293 273 0 

Emissions savings (tonnes CO2e) 0 0 -20 -293 

Payback (in years) n/a n/a 9 149 

Annual ROI  n/a n/a 11% 1% 

Cost of carbon over life of equipment  
(t= 25 years) 

n/a n/a $ (595) $ (129) 

Notes 

• Discount rate = 7%; equipment life is 25 years 

• Analysis is based on figures provided by outside consultants at Froling Energy and Mitsubishi Electric. 

• Negative amounts are costs, positive amounts are revenue/proceeds 

 
Table 29 15-year Net Present Cost test of Highland Center’s primary heating system  

Existing cord 
wood boiler w/ 

oil backup 

Replace with 
new cord 

wood boiler w/ 
backup oil 

Large 
PDC/pellet 

boiler & silo 
with backup oil 

VRF: Air cooled 
heat recovery 

w/backup 
electric 

provided by 
renewable 
electricity 

System cost $0  ($100,000) ($375,000) ($953,459) 

Applied NHPUC rebate $0  $0  $75,000  $7,600  

Net system cost $0  ($100,000) ($300,000) ($945,859) 

  
   

  

Annual biomass coverage (%) 75% 75% 95% 0% 

New annual fuel use - biomass in tons 109 109 237 n/a 

Biomass fuel cost/ton or cord ($400) ($400) ($140) $0  

Annual biomass fuel cost ($43,600) ($43,600) ($33,180) $0  

  
   

  

New annual fuel use – backup oil heat (gallons) 8500 8500 1167 n/a 

Future average oil price/gallon ($3) ($3) ($3) $0  

New oil cost/year ($22,100) ($22,100) ($3,034) $0  
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New annual electricity use - kwh  n/a   n/a   n/a                   
730,007  

Average electricity price/kwh 0  0  0  (0) 

New electricity cost/year 0  0  0  (116,801) 

  
   

  

Total annual fuel cost (NO RECs) (65,700) (65,700) (36,214) (116,801) 

  
   

  

Maintenance and repairs (1,300) (1,300) (1,300) (9,476) 

  
   

  

Annual staff labor (hours) 256 256 20  20 

Staff labor (rate) (20) (20) (20) (20) 

Total annual cost of staff labor (4,992) (4,992) (390) (390) 

  
   

  

Expected # offset credits from MWI lands (293) (293) (273) 0  

Cost per credit on the voluntary market 6  6  6  6  

Annual foregone revenue from selling credits (1,757) (1,757) (1,636) 0  

  
   

  

Total annual operational costs (73,749) (73,749) (39,540) (126,667) 

  
   

  

Annual Benefits 
   

  

Average thermal RECs created each year 0 o 710 0 

Thermal REC income @ $16 net 0  0  11,360  0  

Years T-RECs are price supported n/a n/a 5  n/a 

  
   

  

  
   

  

Net annual cost (73,749) (73,749) (50,900) (126,667) 

15-year Net Present Cost (671,697) (671,697) (462,941) (1,153,673) 

15-year Net Present Cost + initial cost (671,697) (771,697) (762,941) (2,099,532) 

  
   

  

Annual energy savings, compared to BAU n/a 0  34,209  (52,918) 

Maintenance and repairs 0  0  0  (8,176) 

Fuel/electricity 0  0  29,486  (51,101) 

Staff labor 0  0  4,602  4,602  

Forest offset credits 0  0  121  1,757  

  
   

  

GHG emissions 
   

  

Emissions factor (tonne CO2e/unit) - primary heat 1.89 1.89 1.1 0 - renewable 

Emissions factor (tonne CO2e/unit) - backup heat 0.01021 0.01021 0.01021 0 - renewable 

Total annual emissions (tonnes CO2e) 293  293  273  0 

Emissions savings towards net zero (tonnes CO2e) 0 0 20 293 

  
   

  

Payback (in years) n/a n/a 9 149 

Annual ROI  n/a n/a 11% 1% 

Cost of carbon (system cost $/lifetime benefit) 
Equip. life = 25 years 

n/a  n/a  $595 $129 

 
Assumptions 

• Garn was installed new back in 2007, at about 15 years old, this item is fully depreciated, and any sale proceeds would be a 
gain. Any removal costs are assumed to be covered by the contractor doing the new install or would be balanced by the 
salvage value of the item. 

• Several combined state or federal financial opportunities exist: NH PUC rebate at 40% rebate, $65k max, $5k adder for 
thermal storage and $5k to assist in cost of meters that become REC eligible (+ ~$8k/year from selling RECs). There is also a 
NH PUC grant that offers up to $135k, cannot be combined with the rebate - RFP expected end of the year. 

• USDA’s Community Wood Energy and Wood Innovation Program offers competitive grants up to 35% of installed capital 
cost.  RFP CLOSED October 2020 - unclear whether this will be offered again.  
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• Garn requires 2 hours of labor time per cord to move, stack and stoke the Garn. Garn itself requires an additional 16-24 
hours of regular maintenance per year to clean out the flue and replace gaskets (model assume 2 hours/cord + 24 
hours/year). Reactive maintenance i.e., welding rusted seams on the water jacket takes +/- 32 hours to drain and weld and 
refill. Model therefore assumes 256 hours per year at average $15/hour for staff time plus 30% increase to account for 
fringe benefits ($19.50/hour). 

• Staff time for pellet assumes 1 hour for each delivery. If fuel storage is 20 tons (see note in “fuel usage”), that's ~11 
deliveries/year plus time to clean ash daily. 

• Maintenance: Garn blower motors are replaced roughly once/year @ $300 each. 10-year maintenance costs for controls, 
pumps, bethels etc. estimated at $10k (or $1k/year on average). Pellet maintenance and repairs are assumed to be the 
same as the Garn. 

• Emissions: Garn includes oil and wood emissions since both are used to heat hydronic loop. Emissions factors are based on 
EPA emissions factor hub estimates. 

• Offset revenue: This model assumes a conservative estimate, forgone revenue from selling offsets at $6/tonne begins in 
year 0. Wholesale market sales typically range between $6-8/tonne. 

• Revenue from TRECs: Model assumes TRECs are sold in year 1, which may not occur until much later depending on 
construction and timing to set up net metering through the utility. According to Charles Niebling, we would make ~$8k / 
year selling RECs from a system this size. However further analysis reveals that 4 TRECs per pellet ton are produced and 
sell at net price of about $15/TREC when compliance costs are factored in. At 100 tons/year that translates to~$6k per 
year in TREC net revenue. Selling TRECs is generally not economic for systems over 750 mBtu (200 kw) due to compliance 
costs. 

• Cost of carbon considers upfront cost of investment and lifetime of the equipment. Automated wood system is assumed to 
last 20 years. Cost of carbon does not consider the change in annual operational costs. 

 
Related resources & links 

Thermal RECs in NH webinar https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSQbq84jMfk&ab_channel=FrolingEnergy
BiomassSystems  

NH PUC Commercial bulk 
pellet rebate 

https://www.puc.nh.gov/Sustainable%20Energy/RenewableEnergyRebates-CI-
BFWP.html  

USDA Community Wood 
Energy and Wood Innovation 
Program 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/naspf/wood-innovations-home/2021-community-
wood-energy-and-wood-innovation-grant-program-request-proposals  

NHPUC grant, renewable 
nonresidential 

RFP usually comes out in January 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSQbq84jMfk&ab_channel=FrolingEnergyBiomassSystems
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSQbq84jMfk&ab_channel=FrolingEnergyBiomassSystems
https://www.puc.nh.gov/Sustainable%20Energy/RenewableEnergyRebates-CI-BFWP.html
https://www.puc.nh.gov/Sustainable%20Energy/RenewableEnergyRebates-CI-BFWP.html
https://www.fs.usda.gov/naspf/wood-innovations-home/2021-community-wood-energy-and-wood-innovation-grant-program-request-proposals
https://www.fs.usda.gov/naspf/wood-innovations-home/2021-community-wood-energy-and-wood-innovation-grant-program-request-proposals
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20-year Net Present Value analysis of Cardigan solar buyout  
 
Introduction. AMC conducted a net present value assessment for two scenarios related to the potential buyout of the solar array located at AMC’s Cardigan 
Lodge facility that was installed in 2015. The array is group net metered with Three Mile Island and owned by third-party IGS Solar. AMC is not responsible for 
maintenance and has no direct control over the power generation. All environmental attributes associated with the array belong to IGS Solar and are sold to 
other entities to offset their emissions from electricity. 
 
Methods. The National Renewable Energy Lab’s (NREL’s) CREST model was used to generate underlying data, such as energy production and ongoing costs of 
operation. Electricity purchase prices, and buyout prices for the array come from the IGS contract. 
 
Results. The analysis suggests that it is best to purchase at the next available opportunity (late 2022 based on the contract) and finds that the lifetime benefit 
drops by about $10,000 each year we wait to buyout the array. Table 30 shows the high-level results and further detail can be found in Table 31.  
 
Table 30 Summary of results for Cardigan purchase analysis  

 
 
  

Summary of Results for Cardigan Purchase Analysis

Total NPV Total

Scenario 1 - Do Not Purchase

Electricity Costs Through Year 20 (136,114.80)$ (127,334.60)$ 

Scenario 2 - Purchase Array

Net Results through Year 20, excluding REC Value 95,732.61$     82,887.18$     

Net Results through Year 20, including REC Value 136,279.76$   120,809.85$   

*Discount % used 0.98%

*Numbers based on Purchase in year 8
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Table 31 Cardigan solar array purchase analysis 
NPV Year  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13   

  2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035   

Year 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total 
                 
Estimated Solar 
Generation (KWH) 

80,746 80,342 79,940 79,540 79,143 78,747 78,353 77,962 77,572 77,184 76,798 76,414 76,032 75,652 1,094,424 

Purchase Rate/KWH  $0.17  $0.17  $0.18  $0.18  $0.18   $0.19  $0.19  $0.19   $0.20  $0.20   $0.21  $0.21   $0.21   $0.22   

Annual Cost of 
Electricity Purchased 

 $(13,638)  $(13,843)  $(14,045)  $(14,262)  $(14,467)  $(14,686)  $(14,903)  $(15,125)  $(15,351)  $(15,583)  $(15,813)  $(16,047)  $(16,286)  $(16,530)  $(210,579) 

                 

Proceeds from Sale 
of Excess to NHEC 

 $5,494   $5,466   $5,439  $5,412   $5,385   $5,358  $5,331  $5,305  $5,278   $5,252  $5,225  $5,199   $5,173  $5,147  $74,465 

(Including .5% degradation, same rate as generation)              

Total Net Electricity 
Expense 

$(8,144) $(8,376) $(8,606) $(8,850) $(9,082) $(9,328) $(9,572) $(9,820) $(10,073)  $(10,332)  $(10,587) $(10,848) $(11,113)  $(11,383)  $(136,115) 

                 

Discounted 
Electricity Expense 
0.98% 

 $(8,144)  $(8,295)  $(8,440)  $(8,595) $(8,735)  $(8,884)  $(9,028)  $(9,172)  $(9,317)  $(9,464)  $(9,604)  $(9,744)  $(9,886)  $(10,027)  $ (127,335) 

                 
                 

Scenario 2 - Purchase Array             

Year of Purchase = 8               

Estimate Purchase 
Price of Array 

$(120,312) $(114,688) $(108,549) $(101,833)  $(94,478)  $(89,057)  $(82,946)  $(76,079)  $(68,385)  $(59,787)  $(50,200)  $(39,534)  $(30,492)  $(30,492)  $(114,688) 

Discounted Purchase 
Price 

 $(120,312)  $(113,575) $(106,452)  $(98,897) $(90,863)  $(84,819)  $(78,232)  $(71,059)  $(63,253)  $(54,763)  $(45,535)  $(35,513)  $(27,124)  $(26,861)  $(113,575) 

                 

Annual Savings from 
IGS Electricity 
Purchases 

 $13,638   $13,843  $14,045  $14,262   $14,467   $14,686  $14,903   $15,125   $15,351   $15,583   $15,813  $16,047  $16,286   $16,530   $196,941  

Proceeds from Sale 
of Excess to NHEC 

 $ 5,494   $ 5,466  $5,439   $5,412  $5,385  $5,358   $5,331   $5,305  $5,278  $5,252  $5,225   $5,199  $5,173   $5,147  $68,971 

Combined Electricity 
Savings/Proceeds 

 $19,132  $19,309  $19,485  $19,674   $19,852   $20,044   $20,234  $20,429   $20,629  $20,835   $21,038  $21,246   $21,459  $21,677  $265,912 

                 

Operating Expenses:                 

Ongoing Operating 
and Maintenance 
Costs 

             
(514.76) 

             
(523.00) 

             
(531.37) 

             
(539.87) 

                             
(548.51) 

           
(557.28) 

           
(566.20) 

           
(575.26) 

           
(584.46) 

           
(593.82) 

           
(603.32) 

           
(612.97) 

           
(622.78) 

           
(632.74) 

 $(7,492) 

Est. Capital 
Expenditures 

 $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(17,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000)  $(1,000) 
 
$(17,000) 

 $(45,000) 

Appraisal   $(3,000)              $(3,000) 
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Total Operating 
Expenses 

 $(1,515)  $(4,523)  $(1,531) $(17,540)  $(1,549)  $(1,557)  $(1,566)  $(1,575)  $(1,584)  $(1,594)  $(1,603)  $(1,613)  $(1,623) $(17,633)  $(55,492) 

                 

Non-Discounted Net 
Results, excluding 
REC Value 

               $ 95,733 

                 

Discounted 
Operating Activity 

 $ 17,617   $ 14,643  $ 17,606   $ 2,072   $ 17,603  $ 17,607   $ 17,607  $ 17,610  $ 17,616   $ 17,624  $ 17,629  $ 17,636   $ 17,646  $ 3,563  $ 196,462  

Discounted Results, 
Excluding REC Value 

                             $ 82,887 

                 

Estimated REC Value 
($0.04) 

 $ 3,230  $ 3,214  $ 3,198  $ 3,182  $ 3,166  $ 3,150  $ 3,134   $ 3,118  $ 3,103   $ 3,087  $ 3,072   $ 3,057   $ 3,041   $ 3,026  $ 40,547  

Discounted REC 
Value 

 $ 3,230   $ 3,183  $ 3,136   $ 3,090   $ 3,045   $ 3,000  $ 2,956  $ 2,913  $ 2,870   $ 2,828  $ 2,786  $ 2,746   $ 2,705   $ 2,666   $ 37,923  

                 
                 

Non-Discounted Net 
Results with REC 
Value 

                             $ 136,280  

Discounted Net 
Results with REC 
Value 

                             $ 120,810 

 

 


